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Introduction  
 

 

 
In this publication the Norwegian Directorate of 
Immigration (UDI) presents two reports on 
issues and methods that are relevant for 
learning about people residing illegally in 
Norway.  How many are there; why do they 
come and stay;  what is their demographic 
profile (nationalities, age, sex, family 
circumstances);  how do they cope (with 
health, education and shelter); how do they 
earn a living (who employs them, what do they 
do and what are their working conditions)?  
These issues are important both for the 
authorities that regulate immigration and for 
those responsible for other public services, 
including the prevention and punishment of 
criminal activities.  Thus it is important to 
have effective methods of obtaining the best 
possible replies to these and related questions: 
it is important for the various authorities as 
well as for the individuals themselves. 
 
The two research reports presented here 
address issues related to how to estimate the 
number of unauthorized foreigners in Norway 
as well as how to contact members of this 
group in order to be able to describe their 
motivation for staying in Norway and the 
circumstances surrounding their stay.  UDI 
has provided the funding for these studies 
through its research and development budget.  
The studies have been carried out by 
researchers at Statistics Norway (SSB) and the 
research institute Fafo.  The views and 
opinions expressed in these reports are those 
of the researchers and do not necessarily 
represent those of SSB, Fafo, UDI or other 
Norwegian authorities. However, that the 
work has been carried out in SSB and Fafo 
respectively represents a guarantee for the 
quality of the research methods 
used. However, UDI intends to examine the 
recommendations made and  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
carefully consider whether and how they 
may be effectively implemented.   
 
The first report discusses ethical and 
operational challenges that need to be 
addressed when trying to learn more about 
the motivation and circumstances of people 
residing illegally in Norway, especially as 
these issues relate to children.  It is expected 
that UDI and other government authorities, 
as well as national NGOs, will continue 
working to learn more about these 
circumstances, in order to provide a better 
basis for concrete actions as well as for 
evaluating policies. 
 
The second report provides a 
methodological basis for UDI to prepare 
estimates on the number of people residing 
illegally in the country.  The model 
presented also provides UDI a means of 
estimating the precision (how valid the 
results are) of the results. This will in turn 
provide a basis for evaluating the direction 
in which this number is moving; i.e. is it 
increasing or decreasing over time?  
However, the report also makes clear that 
UDI will need to discuss how to improve 
the quality and timeliness of the data that 
have been used for these estimates with the 
National Police Directorate (POD) and SSB.  
UDI intends to respond to this challenge. 
 
 
 
Oslo, 28 May 2008 
 
Ida Børresen 
Director General 
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An ethical concern for all studies involves the informed and voluntary consent of 
respondents. Respondents have the right to know exactly what they are consenting to 
when they agree to participate in research. Our experience was that several of our 
respondents initially agreed to talk to us with the hope that it would somehow help 
their case. However, none chose to back out after we explained that participation 

 
Research with irregular mi

 
 
Executive summary 
This report addresses the issues of how irregular migration can best b
Norway, in light of methodological and ethical concerns, as well as wh
pertinent research agendas are. Through qualitative interviews with irregu
and key informants, this project seeks to discuss the need for knowledge
challenges irregular migrants face in Norway today in terms o
exploitation, children’s situation, and their relation to society. The goal of
is not to conclude on what the situation is for irregular migrants in Norwa
rather to point out issues where it could be useful to obtain more knowled
One of the main challenges in terms of conducting research with this 
come into contact with potential respondents. In other countries, there
about well established arenas, for instance where irregular migrants can
potential employers in the irregular labour market, or health clinics that tr
migrants. Such arenas have been used for respondent recruitment in 
Norway, there are to our knowledge no such meeting places, or other na
where irregular migrants can be expected to be found. Respondents wi
have to be recruited through so-called gatekeepers, which may be or
religious communities, individuals who come into contact with irregular
various capacities etc.  A general observation is that each contact point w
not yield a large number of irregular migrant respondents. It will th
necessary to set aside ample time for respondent recruitment, and also
multiple arenas for recruitment. This is reinforced by the fact that irregu
are unwilling to reveal whether or not they know others in the same situat
chain referral schemes difficult. At present, the most likely approach to su

different channels. This has the advantage of being flexible, but has the d
that representativity is difficult to assess, making it difficult to conclu
findings are only applicable to sub-groups. Our respondents were very wo
being identified, and it may be difficult to get a large number of respon
potential future study, depending on the time and resources available.   
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would not have any effect on their applications. Another specific chal
problem of respondents’ assistance needs.  Normally, respondents who in
of research are identified as being in need of assistance, for instance
psychological help, get an offer of follow up through normal channels, eith
institutions or from NGOs.  This is very difficult to fulfil for irregular mig
availability of assistance is extremely limited. Also for this reason, children
be included directly as re

lenge is the 
 the course 

 medical or 
er in public 
rants, as the 
 should not 

spondents, as the researchers cannot reasonably assume they 
will be able to help the child should information about assistance needs or abuse 

udy would be to conduct targeted qualitative 
d. Irregular 

 care. Our 
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knowledge. While the sample in this study is small, it was disconcerting to see in how 
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nts’ lack of 
 in, it seems 
onditions as 

Other issues raised by irregular migrants and key informants were related to 
exploitation in the labour market, difficulties in finding a place to live, and their 
reliance on their social network. A common theme was that irregular migrants are 
vulnerable to exploitation in various forms. Some had been severely exploited in the 
labour market, while one respondent was a victim of extortion and death threats over 
many years from a human smuggler. Some of these situations could well fall under the 

come out during the interview. 
 
The most useful approach for a future st
research. In our interviews several potential research agendas emerge
migrants in Norway face a number of challenges.  
 
One recurring issue was that of health and the lack of access to health
respondents reported that they were not able to get medical treatment, 
were sometimes afraid to seek out medical institutions. Mental health amo
migrants comes across as a field where there would be a great need for more 

many cases the issue of suicide came up in interviews. This was also
interviews with key informants, many of whom had experienced contact w
irregular migrants. 
 
Children are also found among irregular migrants in Norway, and some ar
irregularity. It is pressing to get more knowledge about the conditions u
these children grow up and how their lack of legal status in the country a
Children were not included directly as respondents in this study, but w
information from irregular migrant parents, from key informants, and
young woman who had essentially grown up as an irregular migrant. Issues
regarding children are whether and to what extent they are isolated and a
use of the rights they have. Irregular migrant children have the same right
as 
sometimes parents may be too afraid to come forth and claim these right
of the child. A second issue is how children are affected by their pare
rights. Given the fragile mental state many irregular migrants appear to be
inevitable that children are affected profoundly by their parents’ health c
well. 
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definition of trafficking in human beings. While our respondents talked 
about the practical difficulties that dominate their lives, several also poin
existential problems tied to being an irregular migrant. Our respondents
impossible to return to their country of origin, while at the same t
impossible for them

a great deal 
ted to more 
 felt it was 
ime it was 

 to plan a future in Norway or elsewhere. Several had made large 
personal and financial investments in their migration, and expressed a feeling of 
hopelessness and apathy. 
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Summary of part 2 of the UDI project: 

E 

hun Zhang 

search and 
ation (UDI, 

number 06/6594), developing methods for determining the numbers of 
searcher Li-

tal irregular 
n-EU origins is estimated to be 18196 by 1.1.2006. This 

The  
 and 31917, 

nts, 12325 were previous asylum seekers, and the rest, 5871, were 
persons that had never applied for asylum. The estimated lower and upper bounds of 

e 3352 and 

U countries 

nditions for 

. The details 

ilable to us. 
epth other 

the many databases at the Police. Also, it has not been 
ughly through the data that may be available at UDI. A main 

difficulty is that the various types of  
 makes test 

time-consuming. A more systematic and coordinated survey of the data sources 
should have a high priority in future  
methodological development.  
 
Secondly, the estimation method makes use of certain model assumptions, explained 
in Section 5. It is important to realize that, while assumptions of various kinds are 

 
DEVELOPIN
NUMBER OF UNAUTHORIZED FOREIGNERS IN NORWAY 

G METHODS FOR DETERMINING TH

By Li-c
 
Summary 
This is a summary of the report on the first part of the joint re
development project funded by the Norwegian Directorate of Immigr
reference 
unauthorized foreigners in Norway. The report is prepared by Senior Re
Chun Zhang. 
 
A method is developed based on the data available. The expected to
residents population with no
constituted 0:39% of the official residents populations in Norway in 2005. 
estimated lower and upper bounds of a 95% confidence interval are 10460
respectively. Of the estimated total  
irregular reside

a 95% confidence  
interval for the irregular residents excluding previous asylum seekers ar
10385, respectively. 
 
Comparisons with relevant empirical results available from other E
suggest that the aforementioned estimates are plausible indicators of the size of the 
target population. It is, however, important to be aware of two basic preco
the results.  
 
Firstly, there is the problem of data, which are few and difficult to extract
will be described in Section 3. The  
estimation approach is necessitated by the data that have been made ava
Due to limited time and resources, it has not been possible to study in d
potential data sources such as 
feasible to go more thoro

potential data are not maintained for the purpose of this project, which
data extraction extremely costly and  
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unavoidable in this case due to the nature of the problem, it is impossible
the underlying assumptions beyond any empirical doubt. We therefore em
one should not be overconfident in the reported estimates. Rather one s
them as useful pieces of information that

 to verify all 
phasize that 
hould treat 

 can help us towards a better overall 

country we 
e  

f 2005 and 

l charges during the calendar year 
2005. 

pared in aggregated table form such that no person can be identified. 
 country, in 
n briefly be 

g with N, where the rate of increase decreases as N becomes larger. The 

reasing with 

f increase is 
ease under (1) and is unknown and estimated from the 

derlying structural assumptions in (1) and (2) we assume 
ariation from country to country. 

ved model for m with explanatory variables (n, N) fits well to the data, but 
fy beyond any doubt the  

and N. Statistical associations assumed in the model 
ess any cause-effect  

relationships. 
 
Jan Bjørnstad 
Head of Research 
Division for Statistical Methods and Standards 
Statistics Norway 

 
 
 

understanding of the phenomenon of interest. 
 
Below is a summary of the data and the model assumptions. For each 
hav
m: number of unauthorized foreigners registered at UDI between May o
2006. 

nan: number of foreign citizens who faced crimi

N: number of foreign-born persons of the age 18 and over,  
registered in the Central Population Register by 1.1.2006. 
 
The data are pre
The aim is to estimate M, the number of irregular residents from each
order to arrive at the overall total by 1.1.2006. The model assumptions ca
described as follows: 
  
(1) There is a relationship between M and N of the type: M is  
increasin
actual rate of increase is unknown and  
estimated from the data. 
(2) There is a relationship between m/M and n/N of the type: m/M is inc
n/N, where 
the rate of increase decreases as n/N becomes larger. The actual rate o
independent of the rate of incr
data. 
(3) In addition to the un
random v
The deri
can not veri
assumed relationship between M 
do not expr
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Research with irregular migrants in N
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respondents initially agreed to talk to us with the hope that it would somehow help their 
case. However, none chose to back out after we explained that participation would not 
have any effect on their applications. Another specific challenge is the problem of 
respondents’ assistance needs.  Normally, respondents who in the course of research are 
identified as being in need of assistance, for instance medical or psychological help, get 
an offer of follow up through normal channels, either in public institutions or from 

This report addresses the issues of how irregular migration can best be
Norway, in light of methodological and ethical concerns, as well as wha
pertinent research agendas are. Through qualitative interviews with irregula
and key informants, this project seeks to discuss the need for knowledge 
challenges irregular migrants face in Norway today in terms of health
exploitation, children’s situation, and their relation to society. The goal of th
not to conclude on what the situation is for irregular migrants in Norway
rather to point out issues where it could be useful to obtain more knowledge.

One of the main challenges in terms of conducting research with this 
come into contact with potential respondents. In other countries, there 
about well established arenas, for instance where irregular migrants can 
potential employers in the irregular labour market, or health clinics that tre
migrants. Such arenas have been used for respondent recruitment in th
Norway, there are to our knowledge no such meeting places, or other na
where irregular migrants can be expected to be found. Respondents will the
to be recruited through so-called gatekeepers, which may be organisation
communities, individuals who come into contact with irregular migrants
capacities etc.  A general observation is that each contact point will probably
large number of irregular migrant respondents. It will therefore be necessary
ample time for respondent recruitment, and also to identify multiple 
recruitment. This is reinforced by the fact that irregular migrants are unwill
whether or not they know others in the same situation, making chain referr
difficult. At present, the most likely approach to succeed is a qualitative rese
with broad recruitment of respondents through many different channels. This has the 
advantage of being flexible, but has the disadvantage that representativity is
assess, making it difficult to conclude whether findings are only applicab
groups. Our respondents were very worried about being identified, and
difficult to get a large number of respondents for a potential future study, de
the time and resources available.   

An ethical concern for all studies involves the informed and voluntary
respondents. Respondents have the right to know exactly what they are co
when they agree to participate in research. Our experience was that sev
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NGOs.  This is very difficult to fulfil for irregular migrants, as the av
assistance is extremely limited. Also for this reason, children should not 
directly as respondents, as the researchers cannot reasonably assume they wi
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ficulties that dominate their lives, several also pointed to more existential 
problems tied to being an irregular migrant. Our respondents felt it was impossible to 
return to their country of origin, while at the same time it was impossible for them to 
plan a future in Norway or elsewhere. Several had made large personal and financial 
investments in their migration, and expressed a feeling of hopelessness and apathy. 

 
 

help the child should information about assistance needs or abuse come ou
interview. 

The most useful approach for a future s
research. In our interviews several potential research agendas emerged
migrants in Norway face a number of challenges.  

One recurring issue was that of health and the lack of access to health
respondents reported that they were not able to get medical treatment, or tha
sometimes afraid to seek out medical institutions. Mental health amon
migrants comes across as a field where there would be a great need for m
While the sample in this study is small, it was disconcerting to see in how 
the issue of suicide came up in interviews. This was also echoed in interview
informants, many of whom had experienced contact with suicidal irregular m

Children are also found among irregular migrants in Norway, and some ar
irregularity. It is pressing to get more knowledge about the conditions un
these children grow up and how their lack of legal status in the country af
Children were not included directly as respondents in this study, but w
information from irregular migrant parents, from key informants, and from
woman who had essentially grown up as an irregular migrant. Issues 
regarding children are whether and to what extent they are isolated and able t
of the rights they have. Irregular migrant children have the same rights in 
other children, to education and medical care. It does however seem that
parents may be too afraid to come forth and claim these rights on behalf of t
second issue is how children are affected by their parents’ lack of rights.
fragile mental state many irregular migrants appear to be in, it seems ine
children are affected profoundly by their parents’ health conditions as well. 

Other issues raised by irregular migrants and key informants were 
exploitation in the labour market, difficulties in finding a place to live, and th
on their social network. A common theme was that irregular migrants are vu
exploitation in various forms. Some had been severely exploited in the lab
while one respondent was a victim of extortion and death threats over many
a human smuggler. Some of these situations could well fall under t
trafficking in human beings. While our resp
practical dif
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Sammendrag 

migrasjon i 
noen av de 
rvjuer med 
r kunnskap 
ld til helse, 

nytting, barns situasjon, og forholdet til samfunnet generelt. Målet for denne 
asjonen for 
t behov for 

ontakt med 
enaer hvor 
eidsgivere, 

dligere blitt 
ingen slike 
 irregulære 
, som kan 
 irregulære 
ntaktpunkt 
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igranter er 
e som gjør 
ingen som 

ruttering av 
en fordelen 
resentative 
telige for å 
ndenter for 
 tilgang til. 
ondentene. 
i forskning. 
 til å delta i 

intervjuer fordi de håpet at dette på en eller annen måte ville hjelpe saken deres. 
Samtidig var det ingen som valgte å trekke seg etter at vi forklarte at deltagelse ikke ville 
påvirke oppholdssøknadene deres verken den ene eller den andre veien. Normalt vil 
respondenter som i løpet av forskningen identifiseres å ha assistansebehov, for 
eksempel medisinsk eller psykologisk hjelp, få tilbud om oppfølging gjennom vanlige 
kanaler, enten i det offentlige tilbudet eller gjennom organisasjoner. Dette er svært 

Denne rapporten handler om hvordan man best kan forske på irregulær 
Norge, med et fokus på metodologiske og etiske utfordringer, i tillegg til 
mest fremtredende aktuelle forskningstemaene. Gjennom kvalitative inte
irregulære migranter og nøkkelinformanter diskuterer prosjektet behovet fo
om hvilke utfordringer irregulære migranter møter i Norge i dag i forho
arbeid og ut
rapporten er ikke å komme frem til en konklusjon om hva som er situ
irregulære migranter i Norge i dag, men heller å peke på tema hvor det er e
mer kunnskap. 

En av hovedutfordringene i å forske på denne gruppen er å komme i k
potensielle respondenter. I andre land rapporteres det om veletablerte ar
irregulære migranter for eksempel kan komme i kontakt med potensielle arb
eller helseklinikker som behandler irregulære migranter. Slike arenaer er ti
brukt til å rekruttere respondenter. I Norge er det etter det vi vet 
møteplasser, eller andre naturlige arenaer hvor man kan forvente å finne
migranter. Respondenter må derfor rekrutteres gjennom såkalte døråpnere
være organisasjoner, religiøse samfunn, individer som kommer i kontakt med
migranter i forskjellige funksjoner, etc. En generell observasjon er at hvert ko
sannsynligvis ikke vil gi et stort antall respondenter. Det vil derfor være n
beregne betydelig tid til respondentrekruttering, og også å finne mange 
arenaer for rekruttering. Dette blir ytterligere forsterket av at irregulære m
uvillige til å avsløre hvorvidt de kjenner andre som er i samme situasjon, no
såkalt kjederekruttering vanskelig. På det nåværende tidspunkt er den tilnærm
har størst sjanse for å lykkes et kvalitativt forskningsdesign med bred rek
respondenter gjennom mange forskjellige kanaler. Denne tilnærmingen har d
at den er fleksibel, mens ulempen er at det er vanskelig å vurdere hvor rep
funnene vil være for gruppen som helhet. Våre respondenter var svært engs
kunne bli identifisert, og det kan vise seg vanskelig å få et stort antall respo
en fremtidig studie, avhengig av hvor mye tid og hvor store ressurser man har

En etisk forpliktelse i alle studier er frivillig og fritt samtykke fra resp
Respondentene har rett til å vite hva de samtykker til når de sier ja til å delta 
Vår erfaring var at flere av våre respondenter i utgangspunktet hadde sagt ja
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vanskelig å få til for irregulære migranter fordi tilgangen på hjelp for denne 
ekstremt begrenset. Blant annet av denne grunnen bør barn ikke involver
forskning på denne gruppen som respondenter, fordi forskerne ikke vil k

gruppen er 
es direkte i 
unne være 
mme frem 

født inn i 
disse barna 
virker dem. 
i innhentet 
r, og fra en 
ma når det 
e seg av de 
ettighetene 

reldre noen 
ine. Et annet 

. Gitt den 
remstår det 
tilstand. 

manter var 
ed å bo, og 
igranter er 
utnyttet i 
sler fra en 

nisjonen av 
e vanskene 

sielle problemer 
Respondentene våre følte at det var umulig å 

returnere til sine opprinnelsesland, samtidig som det også var umulig å planlegge en 
fremtid i Norge eller et annet sted. Flere hadde gjort store personlige og økonomiske 
investeringer i å migrere, og utrykte en følelse av håpløshet og apati. 
 

 

tilstrekkelig sikre på at de vil kunne hjelpe barnet dersom det skulle ko
informasjon om assistansebehov eller mishandling i løpet av intervjuet. 

Blant irregulære migranter i Norge er det også barn, og noen blir 
irregularitet. Det er presserende å innhente mer kunnskap om forholdene 
vokser opp under, og hvordan deres mangel på lovlig opphold i landet på
Barn var ikke inkludert direkte i denne studien som respondenter, men v
informasjon fra foreldre som var irregulære migranter, fra nøkkelinformante
ung kvinne som i essens hadde vokst opp som irregulær migrant. Viktige te
gjelder barn er hvorvidt og i hvilken grad de er isolert og i stand til å benytt
rettighetene de har. Barn som er irregulære migranter i Norge har de samme r
som andre barn til helse og utdanning. Det kan imidlertid synes som fo
ganger er for redde til å kreve disse rettighetene på vegne av barna s
spørsmål er hvordan barn påvirkes av foreldrenes mangel på rettigheter
sårbare mentale tilstanden mange irregulære migranter synes å befinne seg i, f
som uunngåelig at også barn blir fundamentalt påvirket av sine foreldres helse

Andre tema som ble tatt opp av irregulære migranter og nøkkelinfor
relatert til utnytting i arbeidsmarkedet, vanskeligheter knyttet til å finne et st
avhengigheten av et sosialt nettverk. Et vanlig tema var at irregulære m
sårbare for utnytting i forskjellige former. Noen hadde blitt grovt 
arbeidsmarkedet, mens en respondent var offer for utpressing og dødstru
menneskesmugler. Noen av disse situasjonene kan klart falle inn under defi
menneskehandel. Mens våre respondenter snakket en god del om de praktisk
som dominerte livene deres var det også flere som pekte på mer eksisten
knyttet til å være en irregulær migrant. 
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1. Introduction 

ploring the 
g goal is to 
in Norway, 

 term “rare 
 This poses 
s. Through 
of irregular 
f methods, 
econd aim, 
could get in 
rticipate in 

l of trust? What kind of 
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ble to form 
immigrants 

r migrants, 
 to outline 

exploratory 
arch ethics, 

 to provide a set 
of conclusions on the current state of affairs with regards to irregular migration in 
Norway. Chapter 2 discusses general methodological challenges with this group as well 

 themes and topics that emerged 
key informants, and also includes 

oups. 

Migration is generally taken to signify movements that people make across borders with 
a certain element of permanence to it, although migration can also take place internally 
in a country. What is regular and what is irregular migration depends on each country’s 
legal context and migration regime. The implications of what it means to be an irregular 
migrant will also differ considerably depending on structural circumstances, for instance 
within the labour market or health services in any given country. As an example, while 

This report concludes a twelve week research project with the aim of ex
context for doing research on irregular migrants in Norway. The overarchin
contribute towards knowledge about how this group can best be studied 
paying heed to methodological, ethical and applied research concerns.   

Irregular migrants belong to the category of people often included in the
and elusive populations”, not least because of their interest in staying hidden.
particular challenges, both in terms of research methodology and ethic
interviews with key informants in various fields and a limited number 
migrants, we had two goals; the first was to form a basis for a discussion o
aiming to explore possible starting points for sampling respondents. The s
particularly in the interviews with irregular migrants, was to explore how we 
touch with this group. Under which circumstances would they agree to pa
research? Would we be able to build a sufficient leve
information can we expect to obtain from a group assumed to be sceptical o
any information at all?  In addition to addressing these issues, we were also a
an impression of relevant research themes emerging from the way irregular 
in Norway described their lives, challenges and motivation for staying. 

The intention of this project has not been to map the situation of irregula
but rather to discuss how such a mapping could best be executed, and also
future research agendas and concerns that have emerged through our 
research. The emphasis in this report is therefore on methodology and rese
and it should be considered as a pilot study rather than a study aiming

as ethical concerns, while chapter 3 points towards
through our interviews with irregular migrants and 
discussion about methods and approaches suitable for different topics and gr

Irregular migration in a Norwegian context 
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irregular migration in Southern Europe is mostly tied to labour migration, in
countries it originates more from the asylum system (Koshravi 2006:290). Ot
such as transparency of borders or regional inequality can also play a ro
irregular migration takes place and is shaped. In practical terms, and f
purposes, t
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channels, even though some have later been able to regularize their status. 
In this project, we have focussed on irregular migrants from outside the Schengen 

area. While for instance Polish workers can also become irregular migrants by not 
complying with labour market regulations (Friberg & Tyldum 2007), this is a group that 
does not pose the same challenges in terms of research methodology as other irregular 
migrants. Further, in our view, single minor asylum seekers who become irregular 

other settings, as the phenomenon of irregular migration in itself differs so 
place to place. 

Over the past decade, migration to Norway has changed substantially. W
the immigrant population consisted of around 95.000 people, at the start o
number had increased to 415.000 (Djuve and Kavli 2007:197), and the new
dominated by labour migration. Net migration to Norway in 2007 was 40.
and 104.000 residence permits were issued for purposes other than tourism o
Of these, 72.400 were permits for work and 7.700 for studies, 17.900 p
granted for family reunification, and 5.750 were granted to asylum seekers o
Just above 6.500 people applied for asylum in 2007, an increase compare
when the number was 5.300. In the course of 2007, 2.900 people were grante
permits after applying for asylum, which is an increase compared to the y
when the number was 1.700. Rejections of asylum applications in 2007 am
2.100, and 2.200 people were transported out of the country by the police. 
returned voluntarily with the assistance of the International Organisation fo
(IOM) (UDI 2008:4, 15, 18, 21). 

While migration as a topic is subject of much research in Norway, this i
case for irregular migration. Friberg (2004) discusses ethical and practical cha
to quantitative research on asylum seekers who have left the reception cent
and Søholt (2005) analyse the situation for asylum seekers who have received
reply in their evaluation of the loss of right to keep living in reception cen
came into effect in 2004. Even though the loss of right to live in a reception
to deterioration in living conditions, it did not necessarily motivate a return t
of origin. The individuals’ subjective perception of the situation in the ho
was far more important (Brekke & Søholt 2005:151).  

While few studies have specifically targeted irregular immigrants in Norw
in this situation have been included in other studies, specifically in 
prostitution. Nigerian women in prostitution have been subject of much at
debate. While prostitution is usually the overshadowing perspective and con
this group is discussed, they may also be seen as irregular migrants who hav
the process of repaying their debts through one of the few income generati
open to them (Skilbrei et al 2006, Skilbrei & Tveit 2007:28ff). The reason t
much money in the first place is that they were unable to migrate throu
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migrants constitute a group where there would be particular methodological
challenges, and we do not include this group specifically in this project. I
single minor asylum seekers have been discussed to some extent in the
Children who are not unaccompanied, however, have not been studie
particular challenges, as further discussed in chapter 3. O’Connell Davidson 
note that the current emphasis on the vulnerability of “separated children” n
modified and balanced by a recognition that independent child migration

 and ethical 
n addition, 
 literature. 

d and face 
and Farrow 
eeds to be 

 can lead to 
positive as well as negative outcomes, but also that children who migrate with their 
parents are not necessarily safe from harm (O’Connell Davidson and Farrow 2007:11). 

oject 

tudies on irregular migrants is one of 
subsection, 
ection used 

have been 
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mployees at 
nities and 
d irregular 
ect contact 
l, with less 
 be used as 

hich actors it would be 

n irregular 
prehensive 

ee women) 

s with key 
ably to be 
nquiry that 

he project by the 
referring person, and was then informed again by a researcher when contact was first 
established by phone, all the while underlining that participation was voluntary and 
information given confidentially. When respondents agreed to participate we set up a 
meeting in a location of the respondent’s choosing, generally a public place, such as a 
café or in some instances, a bench in a park. The respondents were provided with 
written project information and contact details for the project manager and staff. 

Methodological approach and ethical issues in this pr

Discussion of research methods appropriate for s
the main topics of this report, and is treated in depth in chapter 2. This 
however, deals with the methodological approach for the qualitative data coll
as a foundation for the general methodological discussion. 

We have approached the topic through a qualitative research design. We 
in contact with 49 key informants who deal with issues of irregular migration
of capacities. We talked to police, migration and immigrant organisations, e
reception centres, health personnel, crisis centres, Church commu
congregations, minority organisations, schools and people who assiste
immigrants as private persons. One goal was to establish which actors had dir
with the target group, and who were perhaps more interested at a general leve
practical experience. We also wished to establish whether organisations could
entry points for sampling in an eventual future study, and if so, w
useful to approach. 

We obtained further information through test interviews with seve
migrants (two men and five women) and secondary but rather com
information about six additional irregular immigrants (three men and thr
from people who had either assisted them or otherwise been close to them.  

Irregular migrants were recruited as respondents through organisations, both 
Norwegian and minority organisations, and through personal contacts. A
informants, interviews were semi-structured, with a list of topics prefer
covered in the interview, but with the option to follow other paths of i
emerged. The respondents were as a rule first informed about t
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We were particularly attentive to the need for informing potential irregu
respondents about the fact that the study is financed and commissioned b
Norwegian Immigration Directorate. It was imperative to convey that no i
about individuals would be passed on to the authorities. This requested a l
from the respondents, all of whom stood at risk of being sent out of the
identified. We also sought to further earn trust by not asking for information
be too sensitive or potentially damaging for the respondent, for instance
where they lived or worked. Questions that concerned social network also p
somewhat sensitive, and some of the respondents were uncomfortable shari
most mundane details about people they lived or worked with. In may wa
that UDI was financing the study created a more difficult situation in gainin
on the other hand, it also forced respondents to really think about the 
whether to participate or not. It may be that some potential respondents 
participate based on an unfounded fear that information would be pas
authorities, and thus declined participation on a faulty foundation. From
standpoint, however, it is less problematic if people decline to participate 
a

lar migrant 
y UDI, the 
nformation 
eap of faith 
 country if 
 that could 

 specifically 
roved to be 
ng even the 
ys, the fact 
g trust, but 
decision of 
declined to 
sed on to 
 an ethical 
rather than 
A separate 
 be more 
 identified, 

ere mostly 
ugh some remained guarded and closed throughout the 

 were very 
reate more 
ould create 

uation must 
. We have 
best of our 
s of ethical 
nterviewing 
veloped by 

ictims, who 
tions. While not all respondents in this study 

ed by their migration experience, some 
clearly were, and some had also been exploited in labour under conditions that might 
well fall under the human trafficking definition. It is problematic that researchers cannot 
offer help beyond referring to the very basic level of health care they have the right to, 
as many have considerable problems. This challenge is further discussed in chapter 2.  

 
  

ccept to participate, based on misunderstandings or flawed information. 
matter, however, is methodological concerns. Fear of participating may
pronounced among people who experience higher anxiety levels about being
and this can cause a bias in the respondent selection. 

The irregular migrants approached with requests for participation w
motivated to participate, altho
interview. Concerning the motivation for participating, some respondents
clear in expressing that they hoped the information they shared could c
understanding for people in their situation and that participating in research c
a foundation for change in policies.  

Any research that involves people who have been or are in a difficult sit
be sensitive to the potential anguish research can cause respondents
throughout the research been acutely aware of this and attempted, to the 
efforts, to avoid causing trauma for our respondents by following principle
interviewing. There are to our knowledge no specific guidelines for i
irregular migrants. However, we have found it useful to lean on guidelines de
the World Health Organization (WHO 2003) for interviewing trafficking v
are also often migrants in difficult situa
should necessarily be classified as traumatis
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2. Methodological and ethical challenges  

 medicine, 
 choice of 
held when 
ost central 

rily tied to 
allenges are 
he second 

ecifically with ethical issues; voluntary and informed 
consent, use of incentives in motivating respondents’ participation, the potentially 
vulnerable position for many respondents, and finally, research dissemination and 

gy 
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ontext and 
nce, Dutch 
lar work in 

one particular area of The Hague. Respondents were approached as they were waiting 
for vans to take them to work in a nearby area, and there were also other well known 
places where irregular migrants would meet almost every day in search of work or a 
place to stay, or just to chat (Engbersen et al 2006:213). In Norway there are to our 
knowledge no such meeting places for exchanges between people who seek or offer 
irregular work. Similarly, in Sweden there is an established medical clinic where irregular 

In all research that involves human beings, whether in social sciences or in
research methods and research ethics are inextricably bound together. The
method needs to take into account whether ethical standards are being up
using this particular approach. In this chapter we describe some of the m
concerns in each of the two areas, starting with issues that are prima
methodology: how to best access respondents and collect data, and which ch
posed by the fact that irregular migrants are a rare and elusive population. T
part of this chapter deals more sp

potential consequences for respondents. 

Irregular migrants in Norway and research methodolo

Identification and entry points 
The first challenge in conducting studies on irregular migrants in N
identification, or how to come into contact with potential responde
membership in a so-called hidden group involves stigmatisation or illegal 
individuals will often refuse to cooperate or give unreliable answers to p
privacy (Heckathorn 1997:174). Any kind of research on irregular migran
qualitative or quantitative, which seeks to collect primary data from the target 
population runs into the first challenge of identifying respondents. As it is ve
in Norway to target irregular migrants directly – for instance, there is
households that contains irregular migrants that can be used for direct samp
be necessary to identify entry points or social arenas where irregular migr
expected to be found.  

These arenas will differ between countries according to the social c
structural framework within which irregular migration takes place. For insta
researchers approached irregular migrants through known arenas for irregu
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migrants can seek advice and simple treatment. There is also an interact
providing information to irregular migrant children as well as a help line c
call for information and support. Both the clinic and children’s website/he
provided substantial information about health problems and challenges that
this situation face through reports and other dissemination (Médecins Sans
2005, www.utenpapper.nu). These types of arenas
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ies as entry 
points is the dilemma that congregations may find themselves in and that several key 
respondents referred to: Should they be loyal to irregular migrants who come to them 
for help or a loyal to the laws and norms of society in general? Some key respondents 
from religious communities said that while their organization as such did not assist 
people in this situation, it could be that individuals associated with the congregation 
helped irregular migrants on their own time and initiative. The clandestine nature of the 

points to provide information about research to respondents.  Howeve
Norway no such natural or obvious arenas for contact exist. 

One of our goals in this project was precisely to explore whether altern
can be identified in Norway and accessed as starting points for respondent r
We therefore set out to contact immigration organizations, minority organizations and 
religious communities, and other types of organisations that we knew had 
with the target group. Some of our respondents among irregular migrants we
through these types of entry points. 

However, we did find that outside the very few organizations that deal m
explicitly with irregular migrants, the process itself of identifying potential ent
very time-consuming. Future studies should take this into account when bu
illustrate with an example; one issue we wanted to explore was whethe
communities could be used as access points, based on the assumption
irregular migrants may receive assistance from churches, whether at a psych
practical level. It was also our impression, both after interviews with key info
through the test interviews that irregular migrants would seek out 
congregations to fulfil their spiritual needs. After approaching some of the
most well-known religious communities in a minority context, we found tha
avenue may not be completely closed to recruitment of respondents, it w
likely to yield a large number of respondents if only a few entry points were a

Representatives of these religious communities told us that they had ra
experience with the target group, but suspected that some of the people
services might in fact be irregular migrants without choosing to reveal 
church. In the experience of some religious communities, it is also very diff
the trust of people in this situation.  One religious leader described his con
man who had received the first negative reply to his asylum application, and 
for the processing of his complaint about the decision. Although this man 
technically in any danger of being sent out that the country, he was plann
future eventuality that he would be. He was very reluctant to give any inform
himself, including where he lived, as he feared that someone might use this i
against him in the future. 

Another complicating factor with respect to using religious communit
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issue and of helping people who are in Norway without residence permits can
those assisting them are unwilling to reveal their knowledge about the topi
a
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 a research 
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The concerns and roles of key informants  
There was a considerable ambivalence among key respondents from many different 
organisations with respect to referring us on to irregular migrant respondents, both for 
this project and as a hypothetical issue for a future projects. Several expressed reluctance 

lso be linked to the fact that most such organisations receive public fundin
fear that support to irregular migrants could adversely affect future grants. 

As contact with some of the bigger churches and congregations did n
particularly fruitful way for us to get in contact with irregular migrants, we
explore the implications of approaching smaller religious organisations as
again proved a very time-consuming process. We obtained a list including
numbers and contact details of 148 religious communities that received pub
support in 2006. Within the rather limited resources of this particular pro
never a goal to contact each and every one of these organisations. Howeve
even a few proved quite demanding.  One issue is that some of these organ
rather small, and do not have set office hours. It takes a lot of calls in ord
response.  A related issue is that the phone numbers may be out-dated a
always correct, and in some cases we ended up talking to florists or hairdresse

Our conclusion is that using religious communities as a starting poin
fruitful avenue, but that it takes a lot of time and resources. This can also rea
assumed to be the case for other potential entry points, such as minority or
A general observation is that each contact point will probably not yield a la
of irregular migrant re
fields - reported to be in contact with people in the target group, they wo
know only about two or three people currently in the situation. One excep
was migration organisations, who would generally know many individuals w
advice on their legal status. 

In our opinion, should a future project seek to target entry points, it wou
be most useful to recruit quite broadly, and make sure that sufficient re
allocated for this work, as it will be time consuming and require quite a bit o
work” in order to establish exactly who is likely to have contact with the ta
While migration organisations such as NOAS (Norsk Organisasjon for 
(Norwegian Organisation for Asylum Seekers)) and SEIF (Selvhjelp for Innv
Flyktninger (Self-help for immigrants and refugees)) could potentially refer informat
relatively large number of people in the target population, it would be impor
reach people who have not sought advice fr

recruitment, as well as migration or
asylum cases. However, the willingness of these actors to cooperate with
project will depend on how the project is perceived, i.e. what the intention
project. This topic is discussed in the next paragraph.  
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or doubt because they felt that the possible policy outcome was very unc
more knowledge lead to better conditions for irregular migrants, or would it
to more efficiency on part of the police in sending people out of the co

lear: Would 
 contribute 
untry? Key 
tressed the 

tact with irregular 
migrants also felt that it was necessary to raise the issue and make the challenges in this 
fiel aid;  

uld document the difficulties in living 
n the table 

ve enough 
ing with key respondents or gatekeepers and seek to keep an 

ut political 

n is that a 
 some prior 
pulation in 
the survey 
stitution or 
ing time to 
 important, 
 trust and 

rom the community members (Parrado et al. 2005). In a data collection 
that studies 
a and prior 
ncover the 
atters and 

approached 
or cultural 
 about the 
e the same 

ulations is 
commonly used in empirical studies on various hidden populations, including irregular 
migrants (see for instance UNICEF 2003; IOM 1996a). This approach is, however, 
associated with several sources of bias (Heckathorn, 1997). Numbers and estimates 
arrived at by expert opinions or involved NGOs cannot be subject to methodological 
scrutiny or evaluations of external actors, numbers are given weight based not on the 
methods used to arrive at them (i.e. registration methods, update frequency, or 

informants were very concerned with potential risks to respondents and s
importance of anonymity.  

On the other hand, most key respondents involved in direct con

d visible, including the hardship that irregular migrants go through.  One s

By [building more knowledge] one co
conditions and other problems for the group. Then that could be put o
and serve as a foundation for political influence. 

A future research project should therefore also pay attention to and ha
resources for trust build
open dialogue about the focus of the research, but also bear in mind that key 
respondents may have a very clear motivation to participate in order to p
pressure on decision makers. 

A general observation in research concerning key informant informatio
well-designed sampling scheme for a hidden population should be based on
knowledge of social organisation and geographical distribution of the po
question. With no prior knowledge of where to find individuals of 
population, or how they are likely to respond to questions from an official in
researchers, it is unlikely that the effort will lead to good quality data. Spend
get to know the community under study, and some of their representatives is
both in order to design an efficient sampling strategy but also to establish
cooperation f
scheme referred to as targeted sampling, Watters and Biernacki recommend 
of hidden populations start out with an initial mapping (based on official dat
research) as well as a systematic ethnographic or qualitative assessment, to u
groups social organisation, before quantitative data production starts (W
Biernacki 1989).  

Data from key informants, or secondary sources, should, however, be 
with a certain caution. Although individuals engaged in NGOs, police 
organisations working with irregular migrants may have good knowledge
situation of irregular migrants, organisations often to a large extent fac
problems of access and bias as researchers.  

The key respondent approach to arriving at estimates and describing pop
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coverage), but based on the authority of the person or organization that p
estimate (Tyldum and Brunovskis 2005), Co

rovided the 
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 sources of 

 be influenced by the general perception in 
o use; key 
 the use of 

 group of 
 cannot be 
ecruitment, 

ecruited through various sources to avoid the most 
obvious biases. For instance, while organisations that provide legal advice may provide 
more respondents than other smaller entry points where contact with the target group is 

aps more sporadic, it is likely that those who are seeking advice differ from those 

an irregular 
nder which 
rticipate in 

as not an 
approached 
 thus been 

his, however, did not mean that they were necessarily 
we believe 

re generally 
situation as 
d based on 

key informant interviews we believe this is likely, it would be a substantial obstacle to 
any type of chain referral sampling.  

In the test interviews, all the irregular migrants expressed fear of expulsion if caught 
by the police. Convincing potential respondents that participation and self-identification 
will not have negative consequences is one aspect where one should expect to see 
considerable differences between respondents. There is a very likely bias caused by 

nsequently, the lack of systematic approach 
and documentation makes data difficult to contest.  

Few organisations have adequate systems for keeping registers, in certain
will even have made a very conscious choice not to register the legal statu
coming to them for assistance. It should not be expected that community 
able to produce sound estimates, even if they have excellent knowledge of th
which they work. Concerning estimates of numbers or population size, eve
independent actors present similar figures, this should not be taken to indic
number is correct. Key respondents in the same field may be influenced by 
as they are likely to attend the same meetings and seminars, read the same
information and newspapers, and may also
the society. This is not to say that key respondent interviews are of n
respondent interviews can give very important information, not the least on
services and access points for hidden populations.  

Another point is that key informants do not interact with a random
potential clients, and, particularly for hidden populations, key respondents
expected to have an overview of the total population. In terms of skewed r
respondents should ideally be r

perh
who do not in ways we cannot predict. 

Trust 
A key issue for collecting data on irregular migrants is recognising when 
migrant would be interested in identifying himself or herself as irregular. U
circumstances and for what reasons do irregular migrants agree to pa
research? 

Our experience with the test interviews was that building trust w
insurmountable problem.  That said, all of the respondents had first been 
by someone they trusted, and our authenticity and trustworthiness had
validated by someone else. T
willing to trust us 100 per cent. For instance, one of the reasons that 
respondent recruitment will be time-consuming, is that respondents we
unwilling to reveal even that they knew anyone else who were in the same 
they, let alone refer us on. If this should prove to be the case in general, an
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differences in literacy and general perception of the difference in roles 
researcher and a representative of the authorities. In line with our previous
with trafficking victims, we found that it was much easier to explain the proj
delineation between researcher and UDI where respondents had a certa
education (Brunovskis and Surtees 2007:82-83). This potential bias will of
present in all research where respondents have very diversified educationa
different backgrounds. Still, the imbalance may also be particularly pronou
respondents can be

between a 
 experience 
ect and the 
in level of 
 course be 
l levels and 
nced when 

 assumed to be reluctant to participate in the first place, because of 
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The process of establishing trust with the respondent and his/her network again 
implies that data-production will be time consuming. Whether the community of 

organisation for a large 

and would be likely to produced biased results, if any at all. 

Ethical challenges in the study of irregular migrants 

Voluntary and informed consent 
An important principle in research is the informed and voluntary consent of 
respondents . In essence this means that the respondent should be free to make the 

fear of negative consequences from giving information, causing fewer people
chance of participating. 

One way of minimising the gap between researcher and respondent coul
interviewers who belong to the same ethnic or language group as the respon
is an approach that has been recommended for other groups who are r
participate in research, for instance Roma populations of Eastern Europe. 
to participate depends on whether the purpose of data collection is made cle
who asks. One successful effort used Roma advisors as interviewers (B
Huitfelt 2004:24-25).  The use of peer interviewers, i.e. interviewers who are 
situation as the respondents, is a possibility that may further decrease t
between researcher and the researched. This is an approach t
used in a study of drug injecting parents, who were interviewed by other p
the same substance abuse problem (Elliott et al 2002). However, one practi
to using other irregular migrants as interviewers would be that they do not
permits, and can therefore not be legally employed as research assistants. 

In any case, the use of same-ethnicity interviewers, regardless of legal 
approach that should be used cautiously with irregular migrants. While sam
networks may provide a substantial source of support, relationships can also 
and the social group transparent, particularly with groups with few mem
informants also warned that caution should be displayed in the choice of inte
some language groups can be rather small, and respondents may worry abou
to their ethnic community. 

irregular migrants in general could be convinced to trust a field-
scale survey that would require up-front identification of respondents is questionable, 
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decision to participate, without any undue pressure from the researcher or fr
The respondent must also be given sufficient information about the to
research, who finances it, and whether there are possible consequences asso
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consequence if people who do not possess a framework in which they can understand 
the role of research are systematically excluded from participating as respondents? The 
inevitable consequence would be that some of the most vulnerable groups would not be 
included, which would lead to biased data on important social conditions. 

As this particular project proceeded, we spent considerable time during the initial 
contact with irregular migrants discussing their motivation for participating in research, 

participating. This information must be given in such a form that the res
reasonably assume that it is understood by the respondent. 

The principle of voluntary and informed consent affects both the relati
interaction between researcher and respondent, but also which recruitment 
appropriate. This means that methodological choices and research ethics 
bound together. For instance, if the respondent is in a dependent relationshi
called gate-keeper, or person who refers on information about a project t
respondents, it can be very difficult for them to decline to participate. This
case if potential respon
them, which is often the case in studies of vulnerable groups. This places 
responsibility on the researcher to convey information that non-participati
have negative consequences.  

In this particular project, which is financed by the UDI, and where th
Police Directorate was represented in the reference group, we decided in 
with advice from the National Committees on Research Ethics, not to try
respondents through any of these channels, in order to avoid confusion
independent role of the researchers. We felt that particularly since the p
funded by UDI, there could be a danger that potential respondents could
participation could somehow help their application process, or conversely
participation could have adverse consequences. This also meant 
recruit through the so-called “waiting reception centre”; Lier Ventemo
houses people who have received a final rejection of their asylum applicati
not cooperate on return to their country of origin. This is a group that could
provide very valuable information about life as an irregular migrant in Norway

The question is whether it would be ethically sounder to try to recruit respondents in 
such an environment in a potential project with a different funder. Th
necessarily be the case, and will depend on the information that is given to re
and whether this is understood and trusted. Based on experience, some r
with limited experience with research will associate researchers with
representing “the state” or being in some generic official position. As
mentioned, we found that it was much easier to explain the project and the
between researcher and UDI where respondents had a certain level of educ
it is quite challenging some times to explain the independe
instance to someone who is illiterate. This is a considerable challenge with
informed consent: Just how informed does consent need to be? And what w
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and what their expectations were. As we suspected, many had initially agree
us with a hope that it would somehow help their case. However, when w
that it would not have any effect on their applications, one way or the oth
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be financial incentives in cash. In many cases, the use of incentives do not necessarily 
orm of the 

and not so large that it makes it impossible to turn down 
participation1. The use of incentives may thus jeopardise the voluntary consent to 
participation because of the conditions many people in this group live under. Many 
irregular migrants may not feel that they can turn down an offer of money, even if they 

                                               

chose to decline to participate, but said that they wanted to contribute to
general knowledge about how people in their situation lived.  

Another issue that has particular relevance in the contact between res
particularly irregular migrants who have been asylum seekers lies in the mea
life stories they share. For asylum seekers, their life stories are in many ways
When interviewed by authorities, it has an enormous impact whether t
considered trustworthy or not. Therefore, most respondents in this categor
been interviewed before, but where the premise for that interview was whe
the person was going to be allowed to stay in Norway. This context is ver
for the researcher to consider, and to be aware that the respondent may
interviewer at some level to pass judgement on their stories. In addition
victim more often release rights than role of active agent, it does not seem u
to assume that aspects of agency and control over one’s own destiny may be 
downplayed, in order to fulfil imagined expectations. Again, this is somethin
noted in many interviews with trafficking victims, where some of the same m
come into play. 

This dynamic of having been interviewed previously for other purposes c
does not necessarily have to, lead to somewhat embellished stories 
understanding of one’s own role. While researchers should keep a health
distance to what is fact, one should also not automatica

researcher does not ne
facts, but rather focus on how the respondent describes his or her under
their own situation, and how they explain choices and behaviours. 

Incentives for participation 
As being a respondent in research is a task with few rewards, it can be difficu
respondents in general, simply because people are not necessarily intereste
time out of their lives to answer questions. Researchers therefore som
incentives to motivate participation. Incentives may for instance be that p
enters the respondents into a lottery with chances to win a prize, gifts, or th

pose a problem in terms of voluntary consent, given that the size and f
incentive is appropriate, 

 
1 Other concerns are tied to data quality and the credibility of research when respondents are paid, but 
we will not discuss these topics here. 
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do not initially wish to identify themselves as irregular migrants. Offerin
incentives under such circumstances could therefore constitute undue p
participation in research. While in medical literature the use of incentives a
against the potential risk that research participants are subjected to, it ma
complicated to measure risk in the social sciences. There is rarely, as ther
medical research, a risk of physical harm in participating. However, w
interviewed, there is considerable potential for discomfort tied to certain qu
least when the respondent either is currently in or is talking about a vulnerab
When interviewing about traumatic experiences, there is a very real 
traumatisation. Additional risk may also be tied to negative feelings emergin
interview, as a respondent may regret having participated in the first place, or become 
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interview, for instance for transportation. Omitting to compensate people for 
participation could exclude consenting respondents who cannot afford to loose income.  

It should however be discussed whether payment of respondents is used in order to 
secure participation of respondents who have already consented but who would be 
excluded if not compensated, or whether the compensation is actually an incentive in 
disguise. This also leads to some very difficult decisions; again with respect to finding 

insecure about what the information will be used for. In this light, while
within the social sciences rarely involve direct physical risks, they are also no
risk free. 

The second problem is tied to the fact that there appears to be large varia
irregular migrants in terms of income levels. This means that it is near imposs
an appropriate level of remuneration ensuring both voluntary partici
motivation for the group as a whole. Both of these factors must be taken in
when designing research projects involving this group, and it is our view th
be inappropriate to use financial incentives for this group in Norway. 

At the time of writing, there is a debate under way in the Norwegian soc
research environment on whether it is ever acceptable to use financial incen
pay respondents. In Norwegian social science, the more controversial positio
to use such financial incentives. However, when we discussed financial ince
colleagues from other countries, some expressed surprise that this 
problematic, and argued in favour of using such incentives. They also held t
that it would be more problematic to not pay respondents for participation, 
time respondents put into the research should be remunerated in the sam
assistants would be. 
This illustrates a point that has wider relevance than just for the particul
studies of irregular migrants: When is it appropriate to use financial incentiv
to motivate participation in research? In this particular project we took the st
would not be appropriate to pay respondents in this study, for several differe
not least because we expected that the target population would have difficu
down money. Therefore, the use of incentives would make volunta
impossible for many. On the other hand, we feel that it is important, as 
principle, to be open to compensating respondents who have to take time 
order to participate, and also, obviously, to cover direct expenses associat
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the appropriate level. If payment is compensation, then strictly speaking i
limited to the amount that is lost as a consequence of participating. Howeve
lead to some uneasy decisions. For instance, as we will further describe in
some of our respondents for this study had very poor working conditions an
little as NOK 20 per hour, or approximately 2.50 Euro. Would it then be app
offer this same amount as compensation for participation in a one-hour inte
if this was seen as an inappropriately low amount to offer, what wou
alternative? Dutch researchers conducting a qualitative study found th
migrant respondents were more than willing to participate when they re
“…the remuneration we proposed to give them as thanks for their coopera
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A final point concerning incentives, setting the ethical considerations aside for a 
moment: Even if one was able to identify incentives (financial or other) that would 
encourage irregular migrants to identify themselves as such, there would be no way of 
determining whether the respondents volunteering really were irregular migrants, or 
“false respondents”, pretending to be irregular migrants in order to get the promised 
financial incentives. Persons with legal residence have less to risk from participation in 

to be more than their daily wages” (Engbersen et al. 2006:213), but do 
whether this might have affected the voluntary consent for participation, n
report the exact level of the remuneration. 

 A discussion of the use of financial incentives will become even more pe
the growing use of research methods such as respondent-driven sampling (R
is essentially a chain referral method based on a double incentive system
respondents are rewarded both for their own participation, and for the 
respondents they recruit from their own network. The method is designed 
representative data on populations where there is no sampling frame and the
is reluctant to self-identify. (The RDS method is described in detail in H
(1997) and Sagalnik & Heckathorn (2004)).  This is one of the methods
theoretically imagine used for studying irregular migrants, who are also a rare
population. Former applications have been for instance with drug users, str
or street prostitutes, and recently, Polish workers in Oslo (Friberg & Tyld
While this method can work both with financial and other incentives, the pre
of incentives is rarely discussed in relation to research ethics in the literature
level. For instance, one study applied this method to injecting drug users in
of Albania, Tirana and in St. Petersburg in Russia. While in Tirana respon
given 10 Euro for their own participation and an additional 5 Euro for each 
from their own network that they recruited, in St. Petersburg all local s
rejected the idea of financial incentives. Respondents were therefore given g
of a comparable value. What the article does not discuss are the re
stakeholders were so negative to financial incentives in one field site, and
other, what was the reasoning behind these positions and what were th
consequences (Stormer et al 2006:74). Similarly, in an application of the meth
Guinea, incentives were adjusted between sites according to living expenses
the exact level is not described relative to the living expenses, or how the 
arrived at an appropriate level (Yeka et al 2006:64). 
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an interview, and may, at least in theory, be more easily mobilised by financia
if the incentives were large enough. Although legal residence can be d
through valid passport or other relevant documents, lack of documentation 
assumed, and consequently irregular status is not easily documented. In other words, if

l incentives 
ocumented 
can only be 

 
the incentives for participation are too high, there would be a risk of recruiting “false” 
respondents, and few possibilities to control for this.   
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Interviews should be conducted by experienced researchers. The researchers involved in 
this project have extensive experience researching human trafficking, both in Norway 
and in Eastern Europe and the Balkans, and are therefore not unaccustomed to 
interviews about sometimes extreme abuse, brutality and degradation. Still, some of the 
interviews with irregular migrants in Norway have been no less difficult, not least 
because of the hopelessness many respondents feel about the situation they are in. 

Research with vulnerable people with very limited rights 
A specific challenge that became very clear to us during the course of our in
the problem of respondents’ assistance needs. Normally, respondents who in
of research are identified as being in need of assistance, for instance 
psychological help, get an offer of follow-up through normal channels, eith
institutions or from NGOs. In our previous work with victims of traffickin
routinely identified such options before starting the 
also accompanied respondents to assistance organisations (see for instance S
2006, Brunovskis and Surtees 2007). This is much more difficult to fulfil f
migrants, as the availability of assistance is extremely limited.  

Our approach in this project was to engage in each case where it was o
the person needed help quite acutely and use our personal networks in orde
some form of assistance, or we made sure that the responde
was better equipped than us to provide follow-up. However, had the 
respondents been bigger than seven, this could quickly have become difficu
hardly an option not to be prepared for interventions, as some of the
respondents in this category find themselves in are very serious indeed.  

For instance, one situation we were made aware of was that of a woman
serious death threats from the smuggler who had brought her into the coun
demanding more and more money from her, and she was convinced that h
to kill her. She was very depressed about the situation, and could not see any
This information emerged very gradually through the interview, end when sh
end tell us, she said that she was not looking for help; she just wanted someone to know 
in case something happened to her. We were able to set up some assistance f
cannot describe this in detail for reasons of anonymity. According to the 
types of blackmail situations between irregular migrants and smuggle
uncommon, and in a future project one should be prepared for dealing with t
information. 

This also brings up a related point; in that these types of intervie
emotionally very draining, which must be taken into account when designin
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Several spoke of suicide, which was obviously not a topic brought up by the 
This is not a subject where it would be appropriate to start more large scale i
u
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 situation, but as long as it is not certain that one could find a good 

solution if abuse or other conditions are revealed it is not an option to interview 
children directly. One solution would be to use key informants. This is further discussed 
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In the present project we had an open dialogue with the UDI right from the outset 
of the project. The funder stated that their intention with this project was not to seek 
information about irregular immigrants with the intention of making returns more 
efficient, but to get a better overview of how this group and its living conditions could 
be studied, in order to create a better foundation for discussion of possible policies. The 
research institution and team were also clear on not wanting to provide information that 

sing research assistants, and this should also be taken into account whe
research method. 

There is no existing system for receiving people in this group who have 
with the exception of acute medical problems. This means that children sho
involved directly in a study of the group.  During the project period w
instance made aware of an instance of abuse. In this specific case of person
out of the country, but it is not difficult to imagine that this is a situation
encounter in a larger project, because families in this situation are often li
very stressful conditions. It is important to describe the lives and problems
who live in this

in the next chapter. 

Research dissemination and consequences for respondents 
As previously mentioned, respondents, and particularly key respondents,
concerned with what the intentions were with this project, and how result
presented and u
used to more efficiently find and return irregular migrants. There were a
about potential political effects of an estimate of how many irregular migran
in Norway, in that for instance a high number could cause increased pressu
control and return. 

The effects and impact of research is a topic of particular concern for 
doing commissioned research and applied research; two terms that are overl
sometimes hard to distinguish. Commissioned research will very often 
research, in that those who commission it plan to use the results. Research
take the ethical responsibility for the intentions of those who commission re
at the same time, need to be conscious of what the funder intends to use t
for, and take ethical responsibility for the consequences of the research o
means in this instance to make sure that the information produced cannot 
identifying and returning irregular migrants (Friberg 2004:20-21). Resear
balance their responsibilities towards their respondents and their funders, 
emphasis placed on the former. This means that it is crucial to have an op
with the funders regarding what will and will not be discussed as part of the
plan. 
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in people who come only for a short period on false passports, or perhaps with criminal 
r, social measures would in all likelihood target specific sub-groups, 

for instance children, or people with severe chronic diseases. In such a perspective it 
makes sense to study these subgroups specifically. Similarly, studies of working 
conditions also make sense in relation to developments in the labour market and the 
work against social dumping and human trafficking. The next chapter specifically deals 

                                               

rovide information that would be likely to have adverse effects for them. 
for instance omitting information about strategies for “beating the system”. 

While researchers cannot be held responsible for all consequences and u
research, they also cannot ignore the social and political contexts in which th
takes place. Applied research often relates directly to policy making ins
practitioners of policy as funders and initiators of studies, generally with a c
what they want to use the information for. To see the researcher isolated fro
suspended above such concerns would be to ignore a substantial part of th
research, and therefore also its ethical implications for the respondents. 
outcome regarding irregular migrants in Norway is today very hard to predic
migrants hold a particular position the current public debate in Norway, and 
in this debate appear divided on whether they should be seen as criminals or
individuals in need of protection. The government’s position was sum
December by Minister Bjarne Håkon Hansen after a series of articles in the
Aftenposten on the conditions irregular migrants live under. The Ministe
empathy, but was also clear that Norwegian policy is that irregular immigra
identified by police and returned to their home countries. He also said
themselves were responsible when they were in exploitative and undignified
and that it was not an option for Norwegian authorities to condone humanit
the group, as has been requested by the Red Cross and others (Aftenposten 1
2007). Within the same week, two national newspapers2 took the editorial p
irregular migrants should be given access to more comprehensive health se
what they are given today, and that this is a vulnerable group in need of pr
number of actors, both representatives of NGOs and official offices su
Ombudsman for Children, expressed concern that current provisions were 
that a population of undetermined size is living unprotected and on the 
society. 

It is a legitimate concern of a state to control its borders. However, in doing research
that involves primary data collection with respondents, the researche
obligation is towards his or her respondents and that they should not suf
effects from the research. This may be seen to some extent as guiding 
research topics and approach. For instance, if research focuses on social v
and how it could be alleviated, it makes very little sense to research this het
group as a whole: In building hypothetical social measures one would not b

intentions. Howeve

 
2 Aftenposten and Nationen 
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with what we see as the main research agendas emerging from interview
respondents and key
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was ethical to research this group at all, and whether researchers should leave it alone 
altogether, given the uncertainties regarding outcome and uses of the information. 
While any research of this type must be very considerate of the myriad ethical dilemmas 
and seek to avoid overlap between research results and intelligence information that can 
be used for identification, it is simply not possible to foresee any eventuality, and this 
may be problematic. On the other hand, many irregular migrants are severely exploited 

 informants, and also suggests various approaches that would be 
appropriate in each case. 

In almost all research using qualitative interviews with respondents, a ma
is to protect the respondents’ anonymity. This was also the main conc
respondents, who set as an absolute condition for participation that they m
recognisable in the finished report. Ensuring anonymity goes beyond mere
names or details, and can sometimes be less straightforward than one m
Richardson and McMullan (2007) provide a very good illustration of how ano
be unintentionally compromised through a story of a priest who was celebrat
anniversary of his ordination, and gives a speech to his friends, looking back
He tells of the difficulties he faced taking his very first confession, when t
talked to confessed to murder. He tells his friends of his anguish about what
this information; how to absolve him or how to give him penance, when a lat
the party rushes in, and apologises profu
here. I am so sorry I am late.’ He then turns to everyone in the room and sa
‘Do you know, I was the first person whose confession he heard, wh
ordained?’ (Richardson & McMullan 2007:1117). 

This example illustrates very well how anonymity is not ensured merely b
name, but that the meaning and significance of information will depend o
recipient of the information already knows. In this particular project we dec
on the side of caution and not give information about country of origin or o
that could potentially identify our respondents when we quote from the inter
is not least because of the limited number of respondents for the test 
Information about nationality would make it very easy to combine elem
different quotes, potentially providing enough information about an individ
someone could recognise him or her. However, qualitative studies in ge
involve a limited number of respondents, and some irregular migrants 
relatively small diaspora groups in Norway. Future research should therefo
into account as well, and be very cautious in how much information and also
of information can be revealed. In some cases this means that the readers may get less 
information than they would have ideally liked. As an example, if a responde
as saying that the conditions in his or her home country are too dangerous f
reader will most likely want to know which country this is in order to form 
about the statement. For reasons of anonymity, however, this may not
possible. 

With respect to research ethics and irregular migration studies, one of th
we were asked, and also asked ourselves before taking on this project, was
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and live under very difficult conditions in Norway today, and to avoid
knowledge will not help alleviate their situation. They will still be here, re
whether they are studied or not. Further, in the case of the important su

 producing 
gardless of 
b-group of 
not to be 

eady in the 
ing groups, 
”. Further, 
 may range 
s that may 

ogether the 
mplex and 

re necessary in order to provide balanced 
and quality assured analyses of the current situation. Ignoring the problems this group 
faces, will not make them go away. The question may therefore also be turned around; is 
it ethical not to produce research on irregular migrants? 

children, it is questionable whether it is always in their best interest 
“discovered”, as we will further discuss in chapter 3. 

Finally, it is not as if information about the group is not produced alr
public consciousness. The police may already be quite accurate in identify
and know a lot about strategies irregular migrants use to “beat the system
public opinion is also influenced and shaped by journalistic reports, which
from thorough investigations to tabloid exaggeration, or political statement
sometimes be sensationalist. Television debate programmes tend to bring t
most extreme positions, seeking to simplify an issue that in reality is co
multifaceted. Research on this group is therefo
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3. Emerging research agendas and approaches 
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re, in other cases the problems may be of a more general nature 
and affect many others as well, although the issues are perhaps exacerbated by being an 
irregular migrant. These issues might for instance be mental health, known to be a 

lems related to the labour market. It is therefore 
not a goal in this report to establish a direct causal relationship between the issues 

Daily life as an irregular migrant 

At a very basic level, irregularity for a migrant is a description of the individual’s legal 
status in relation to a state, defined for instance through the rejection of an asylum 
application or the illegal crossing of a border. For the individual, irregularity is also very 

Irregular migration can be framed and studied in a number of different way
seen from the perspective of states’ needs to protect their borders; or in a lar
as a consequence of global inequality and migration control. Another perspe
be to look at the phenomenon in terms of its effects and manifestations for
are irregular migrants themselves. As discussed in the previous chapter
currently be the best approach when aiming to collect primary data from
group, not least because irregular migrants may see it as in their interest to co
research with this perspective. It is for instance perhaps more questionab
irregular migrants would want to participate in research aiming to reveal 
strategies for staying hidden. The challenges faced may be very different for 
subgroups of irregular migrants, and some need to be approached in differen
instance, children’s situation, which we will return to below, requires 
approach from many other topics in that children should not be targeted 
respondents, as discussed in the previous chapter. 

In our test interviews with irregular migrants we explored challenges peo
situation by their own description face, issues that we also followed up in ou
with key respondents. Although these interviews can by no means be
representative of the situation of all irregular migrants in Norway, the com
that arose based on information about 13 irregular migrants of differen
backgrounds, as well as the concerns of key informants can point us tow
potential future research agendas. At this point, a caveat is necessary:
paragraphs below describe what irregular migrants themselves feel are proble
tied to their irregularity, this is not controlled with a reference population. T
that while some issues are without a doubt tied directly to irregular status, s
of access to health ca

problem among asylum seekers, or prob

described and irregularity. 
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much about the lived reality and personal experiences, as well as id
consequences of irregularity are manifested in the execution of everyday ta
contact with other people (Koshravi 2006:295). Daily life, its challenges and
challenges are solved (or left unsolved) is therefore a rich source of information about 
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not to happen; that is, not to be apprehended by the police, not to 
be  over arching goal of 
eve s frustrating 
and  future, which was striking in 
most of the interviews when we discussed plans or even images of what would happen 
wit

Question: When you think about the future, what is it that you would like to do? 
First and foremost, I think that anyone who is in this situation; they have a dream 
– to have a secure job. What I would like the most is to study. 
(…) 
Question: What do you think will happen? 

how irregularity informs and shapes opportunity structures and perceptions
among people the target group. 

A methodological challenge is that in order to directly observe daily life,
need to be present as daily tasks as carried out. This is not a likely option
group, and the second best alternative is to ask people about their everyday l
interviews. In these settings it is important to distinguish between re
perception or representation of the situation and objective fact, a concern wh
for all types of respondents, not only irregular migrants. For instance
uncommon for people to say that they have not had any chance to make any
years, only later to tell the interviewer how much they had to pay to rent a s
These discrepancies should not, however, necessarily be taken as an attempt t
the interviewer; very often “making no money” may be the respondent’s pe
making very little money, or making an insufficient amount of money. In
people’s own view of their situation can provide a very valuable insight
perception of their relation to society in general and their perceived opportun

One striking feature with our interviews with irregular migrants was the
many of them used to describe their position in society. One said she w
society”, another said he was “under society”. One spoke of living “the bla
“the underground life”, while another said he was “living 
of these descriptions were contrasted with a “normal” life, which is what they
their goal, and as good as all of them described normality as having a job, hav
and being able to plan for the future. One of the most salient qualities o
irregular migrant is unpredictability and a feeling of powerlessness. 

Asylum seekers find the process of waiting for a decision to their 
stressful, and this is further exacerbated by the fact that the waiting is o
(Brekke 2004:21). In the case of irregular migrants, however, the waiting 
open-ended, but the object for their waiting is not defined – it is not clear e
they are waiting for, apart from a change for the better. In one sense, th
waiting for something 

returned to their home country, and this becomes the main
ryday life. This type of waiting, or perhaps more accurately avoidance, i
 disempowering. There is no hope on which to peg the

h our respondents: 
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large sums of money. She said that while she was afraid of the police, she had at some 
point become so scared for her life that she had decided to look to them for help. 
However, she said, as soon as the police had entered her details into their system, all 
they had been concerned with had been the fact that she was not supposed to be in the 
country, and her appeals for help were rejected. Police say that this form of exploitation 
is not uncommon, and is increasingly found to take place. As this entails exploitation of 

not… It was only a dream. 

Some irregular migrants will try to create a hope, where there might be none
something happen. This can be changing lawyers, in the hope that the old o
not find the right law or application, or seeking out organisations such as
SEIF in order to get an opinion on whether they can submit a new asylum a
Several said that they had considered contacting journalists, but were at the
apprehensive about exposure. Still, some felt that media attention cou
influence their cases and referred to examples of other people being allow
after they had been written about in newspapers. Going to the media thus a
be seen as one of the last available opportunities for turning a decision aroun

One of the most striking manifestations of making something happe
public protests organised by Afghan asylum seekers, the most recent a severa
march from Trondheim to Oslo in 2007 where also irregular migrants partic
group ended their march in front of Stortinget (the Norwegian Parliament), 
continued their quiet protest until the group was removed by the police. Half
protesters were arrested and returned to Afghanistan. The motivation of the 
was that if they were going to be sent out anyway, it was better to break fr
underground existence and come out in the open and make themselves vi
general public. 

Fear of the police affected all of our respondents to different degrees. Mo
they would check the street from the window before going out, to make sur
no police there. One woman described how she, one evening not long after
hiding, heard sirens and was completely convinced that it was the police wh
her. As the sound came closer she started to mentally prepare herself for th
the officers, before realising that it was a passing ambulance. She said; “Whe
I just broke down and cried without pause for 45 minutes”. Since this initial 
has lived in hiding for more than half a decade. The intense fear ha
somewhat, but she is still very scared when she is in situations where she feels

The fear of the police and the irregular status also means that people in 
are very vulnerable to exploitation in many different forms. While irregu
sometimes (but not always) associated with trafficking in human beings, th
grey zones and forms of exploitation that may not traditionally have be
human trafficking. As previously mentioned, one of our respondents revea
had been subjected to extortion, violence and continued death threats
smuggler for many years. He would turn up from time to time and deman
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people who may be said to be in a vulnerable position, and also includes 
may well fall within anti-trafficking legislation. While this has not been te
court system, should the definition of human trafficking be applicable in ca
these, it could release at least limited rights for the victim; including a temporary 
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f fear and 

al aspects of daily life are finding work and 
income, finding a place to live and health concerns. In all these aspects, the social 

the normal 
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upport network can also become 
strained, as discussed below, leading to the question of how people who help irregular 
mi

 work and 
ob  a survival 
str

 it has been 
didn’t have 
 to do is to 
ted with as 

many people as possible so I have someone to live with. 

The importance of a social network means that social skills become a very important 
factor in determining the living conditions of irregular migrants.  Even within the small 
sample of cases analysed for at this study, there was substantial variation in how 
successful the migrants had been in developing a security net in the form of contacts.  

residence and work permit within the so-called “reflection period” reserved
who have been trafficked. 

In one sense, irregular migrants are suspended in time, but still have to de
practicalities of daily life. The practical activities, necessary for sustaining li
time consuming and are carried out within a very specific framework o
unpredictability. Some of the most centr

network becomes the primary source of welfare.  

Social network and relationships 
In order to compensate for the loss of rights and opportunities within 
institutions, irregular migrants become very dependent on a social network
social network is therefore crucial, and social capital becomes the mos
currency. It was not impossible to approach the subject of social netw
interviews, but only with a certain caution. As previously mentioned, our r
were reluctant to answer questions that could be perceived in any way to exp
other irregular migrants, or people who were helping them. Still, more gener
were tolerated. In a future project, it would be useful to include people who 
the social networks of irregular immigrants as respondents, although it may a
consuming to identify them. “Helpers” may hold substantial informa
structural factors influencing the daily lives of irregular migrants, and how pr
solved, for instance in terms of getting access to health care. On the o
relationships between irregular migrants and their s

grants are affected by the responsibility they take on. 
The social network becomes the key to finding a place to live, finding
taining medical assistance.  Developing a social network is therefore
ategy. One man had a very clear on how he went about this: 

I have lived here in Norway for about two years, and a lot of the time
very difficult. I haven’t had work or any chance to make money; I 
anywhere to live and there were other problems too. What I have tried
live with people who know who I am and to make friends or acquain
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The respondent quoted above had a very pronounced strategy to get to kno
people as possible, and also to contact almost every organisation he came 
listed an impressive number of actors he had talked to and who had helpe
came across as very verbal, open and trusting, and incidentally was also the
with the least qualms about participating in this research project.  In sharp c
another respondent, not far from the previously

w as many 
across.  He 
d him.  He 
 respondent 
ontrast was 

 mentioned one in age or situation. This 
respondent had very few contacts, and did not seek out one particular social arena that 
many people in the same situation attended and trusted: 

es gone to [**]? 
at they would inform the police, so I kept completely 

.? 

ere then anyone who 
orted you after you got the negative? 

g is that 
 only 

en, friendly 
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er fields as 
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recruitment of respondents will strongly influence data on social network. Any type of 
chain referral starting with a support organisation or network is likely to cause a bias in 
being more likely to identify respondents who have a social network around them, and 
therefore lead to an under representation of those who live under the worst conditions. 
Differences may also be arbitrary, in an ongoing study of irregular migrants’ use of 
medical care; the preliminary impressions of researchers involved in that project are that 

[Question:] have you sometim
No.  Because I was afraid th
in the shadows. 
[Question:] it is difficult to trust.
Yes.  It is difficult to trust people. 
[Question:] have you had contact with organisations or individuals, or has th
supp
When I was in the reception centre I had a consultant, so the only thin
you talk to them, but not to anyone else or organisations.  That was the
thing. 

For irregular migrants, social skills become crucial life skills, where being op
and likeable becomes the gateway to a larger network and bettered life ch
correspondingly, those who do not succeed socially are doing poorly in oth
well. The dependency on social skills and network means that certain facto
mutually reinforcing, and that for instance people suffering from depressio
unable to make social investments, may further spiral downwards, exacerb
psychological state as well. As previously mentioned it has also been sugge
prolonged stay in an asylum reception centre may have a negative effect
health and lead to depression in varying degrees, through loss of cont
situation and a long waiting period. Our respondents also described the time
at reception centres as difficult and depressing. A general observation is t
seekers and refugees are a group with a heightened risk for health problem
the combination of individual background and the asylum seeking process
increases the risk of developing psychological problems (Jakobsen et al 2007:

The respondents interviewed for this project mostly had at least some fo
through their network, though it varied substantially how successful 
However, as initially described, our sample was very limited, and in ad
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their respondents to a much larger degree are isolated and that their mental and physical 
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 institutions are described in The Hague. There were well 
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preliminary 
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organisation in Oslo, and that these institutions are of the even more informal kind, 
based on personal acquaintance. 

The ability to transition through the different types of incorporation and expand the 
social network is crucial for what kind of existence individual irregular migrants are able 
to create for themselves. Some people who have been irregular migrants in Norway for 
a very long time seemed to have been able to adapt and find more permanent solutions 

state is very poor. 
A former study showed that “unreturnable” refugees who to a large ext

have a same-ethnicity network to lean on generally lived in very bad conditi
refugees interviewed did not belong to a larger minority group that wa
anchored with regular migrants who could provide jobs and general assistanc
nowhere to turn to (Brekke and Sø
is a bit more diverse, and while same ethnicity networks are important, they 
only source of support or opportunities.  

Engbersen et al describe three different patterns of incorporation fo
groups of irregular migrants, in which the essence is that solidarity inc
closeness in association. The first is “communal sharing”, in which substan
given to an exclusive group, often relatives or people one is otherwise oblig
The second is “bounded solidarity”, were support is limited and restricte
based on a certain sense of duty to help a fellow man. The third 
incorporation is “market relations”, where the main motivation is financial
where there is still an asymmetrical relationship between the providers of
services and the irregular immigrants.  This relationship is also imperson
restricted to people within ones own ethnicity (Engbersen et al. 2006:219). 

Our respondents described receiving help through all of these three
incorporation, but it was notable that jobs in particular were often obtain
“market relations”, in contrast to what was observed by Brekke and Søholt (2
where the respondents expressed dependence on incorporation of the “
sharing” or “bounded solidarity” types . The development of informal 
markets in the spheres of work, housing, relations and documents wher
migrants are found have also been noted in the aforementioned Dutch stu
informal markets are classified as “bastard institutions” or “parallel institu
partly fulfil the same 
and relations (Engbersen et al 2006: 231). The apparent difference be
respondents and those interviewed in 2004 for Brekke and Søholt’s study ma
also theoretically come from changing structures, in that parallel institutions
irregular work may have become more developed in the three years that h
between the two studies.  

Well developed parallel
known physical meeting places for the distribution of irregular work
transport to work places, to the degree that new arrivals among irregular mig
chase after the vans to the work places in order to try to get jobs. Our 
impression is that there are no parallel institutions of any comparable m
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than what was common in the initial phases.  Length of stay therefore b
important factor influencing living conditions.  On the other hand, some p
have stayed for a very long time had also seen a steady deterioration in all fac
to their well-being, such as health, dwelling and income.  People who 

ecomes an 
eople who 
tors central 
have found 

e that this 

people who 
 be able to 

me stability 
ld be quite 
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pri nformation 
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times need 
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r, if you don’t 
 man.  And 
 he tells us 

red destiny 
ained. Key 
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nships and 
ifficult for 
age partner 

. This creates greater dependency on 
migrants to 
nsequence, 
patterns of 
igrants are 

Engbersen et al 2006: 224).  
The irregular migrants also sometimes felt uncomfortable always having to depend 

on ugh people 
we  they were 
im balance in 
relationships when one party is always giving and the other one receiving which would 
also cause friction. One woman said: 

I have to say I feel that a lot of people take advantage of me and treat me badly 
because of the difficult situation I’m in. It is very hard when someone is helping 
you, to set boundaries, and to tell people not to interfere. A lot of people have 

solutions where they depend heavily on their network may also find over tim
exhausts the resources and willingness to help on part of the network. 

It appears to be useful to know both other irregular migrants as well as 
have a residence permits.  People with residence permits were more likely to
provide somewhere for the irregular migrants to live, and could provide so
by being able to help with money or food in a time of crisis. This help cou
substantial; one respondent had been 

vate lawyer. Other irregular migrants, however, were a useful source of i
ut irregular work: 

There are a lot of people in Oslo who have businesses and who some
people to work for them.  One of us may for instance talk to them
might say: “Can you find 10 people to work from me”, and then I tell 
and they talk to their friends.  Because I know that none of them have money to 
buy food, and that is why I think it’s okay to get NOK 20 per hou
have anything to eat that night.  That is why I take all of them to the
then we would work together for him, perhaps for a week or so, until
that he doesn’t need workers any more. 

While relationships between irregular migrants appeared to be based on a sha
and mutual help, relationships with others were sometimes more str
informants had observed that many irregular migrants grew very depende
friends and acquaintances, and that this would over time deplete the relatio
cause conflicts. Engbersen et al argue that it has become increasingly d
irregular migrants in the Netherlands to find formal employment and a marri
which used to enable them to legalise themselves
family and acquaintances for a longer period of time, and causes regular im
become more critical of irregular compatriots and family members. As a co
“altruistic ethnic patterns of ‘communal sharing’ are transforming into 
‘bounded solidarity’ or ‘informal market relations’ “in which irregular imm
expected to contribute more” (

 the kindness of others. Some of our respondents expressed that even tho
re generally kind and understanding, it was difficult not to feel that
posing when they for instance needed a place to live. There was an im
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been meddling in my life, demanding to know about things that are n
business, my private life, because they hav
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already returned. The children are reportedly doing very badly as a result of their father’s 
continued abuse of their mother, according to the key informant who is still in contact 
with the woman.  

Irregular immigrant women in general are less likely to seek social and health services 
due to isolation and fear of deportation. Further constraining their inclination to seek 
help is a lack of awareness of the available services, lack of culturally or linguistically 

to be grateful, but sometimes it’s kind of difficult. 

Life as an irregular migrant challenges the norm of reciprocity in in
relationships. Not being in a position where one has something to offer also
being in a position to make demands. Being in a powerless position caused
frust
organisations. As importantly, it also challenges interpersonal relationship
ways.  

Being an irregular migrant also affects relationships within families. Fami
become dependent on each other and relationships may become too close f
While some respondents described frustration at never being able to get a
others had rather more sinister experiences of escalating violence followin
situations and arguments. Over the past years, there has been considerab
paid to immigrant women and their sometimes precarious position in mar
Norwegian citizens.  Crisis centres have reported receiving a large number
finding themselves in this situation. Regarding intimate partner violence, vuln
abuse relates also to immigrant status, and for irregular migrant women, th
deportation can be a factor keeping them bound in abusive relationship
Silverman 2002: 375). 

But not only immigrant women – regular or irregular - who are 
Norwegian citizens are vulnerable to violence.  Violence was brought up by
our female respondents, two had been subjected to violence themselves, w
had observed it happen to others in the same situation. The topic was als
with key informants. Being a victim of domestic violence is in general a 
lonely situation, which is further complicated if the woman is an irregular
hiding with her abusive partner, increasing the level of isolation many 
domestic violence experience. This is also a situation where it is difficult to
long term consequences of seeking assistance. A key informant related the s
woman who was an irregular immigrant, having gone into hiding with her a
also irregular migrant husband and two children. She was badly beaten and
decided to seek help at a crisis centre, not least because of the effect of the 
her children. While she and the children were there, her children’s conditio
significantly, b
into the crisis centre made her whereabouts known to police, who appre
woman and her children and sent them back to the home country. Due
opportunities the woman saw no other option but to go back to the husban
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competent services and the lack of awareness of domestic violence as an issu
they can receive assistance (Raj & Silverman 2002: 385). Some of the r
subjected to violence had, however, received assistance.  But they had in co
they had been referred on to crisis centres by Norwegian acquaintances
people who more or less just happened to be around in

e for which 
espondents 
mmon that 
, or indeed 

 a crisis situation and knew who 
to call.  The women expressed surprise that such a thing as crisis centres even existed, 
and had never heard of anything similar in their home countries. 

ration and 
e new EU 
nregulated 
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lematic to 
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of working 
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n irregular 
hile some of our respondents described relatively decent working 
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:] How much money were you supposed to get?   
, I work three days with 

t come to 
work any more.  And I asked him why, and he said that I was not legally in 
Norway and that he was afraid that the police would come from me.  But then he 
did not pay me my money, the money that I earned in one day, I think it was just 
200 or 250. 
[… Question:] So does it happen a lot that you don’t get your money? 
Yes, it happens a lot. There was this other guy, when I came back to ask for my 

Work conditions and income 
During the past few years there has been considerable attention to labour mig
working conditions for workers entering Norway from for instance th
member countries (see for instance Friberg and Tyldum 2007), as well as u
sectors of the labour market. The working conditions of irregular m
important not least with respect to human trafficking for labour exploitation
should feature prominently in future research. It was relatively unprob
approach this issue directly in our interviews with irregular migrants. Howe
trafficking for sexual exploitation, it will be most difficult to reach those who are 
subjected to the worst exploitation, and biases can therefore occur. Issues 
conditions for irregular migrants would also benefit from inclusion of key 
perspectives, for instance the Labour Inspection Authorities or others who 
come across the topic in the course of their work.  

Working conditions and income appear to differ substantially betwee
migrants in Norway. W

ditions, others were severely exploited by “employers”.  Some people w
g hours in physically straining jobs in return for a place to live. Hourly r
K 20 (approximately € 2.50) were mentioned by several people. A re

s not getting paid at all: 

I worked in the black market sometimes, 
for two days and he did not pay me.  He said, “I will give you to m
get it later”, but then he just didn’t.  And since I don’t have a resid
can’t go to the police, they will probably arrest me before they do anyt
him. 
[Question
 I was supposed to get NOK 25 per hour. And also
someone else, and he also didn’t pay me, he just said that I could no
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money, he said that he did not remember me and that I had never worked for 
 our lives. 

An

 would pay 
en the time 
 cost of the 
 did this he 

angry of course, but 
py. And of 

ly. 

escribed by 
th a kind of 

K 10 000. 
olice. While 
o felt taken 
 employers.  
nyone, for 

 the police, when not being paid or otherwise treated badly.  
At the same time, the relationship between irregular migrant and employer can be 

rather complex, and employers may also see themselves as taking a risk and being kind 

Irregular migrants appear to a large extent have only very temporary housing 
arr ay and also 
on etwork. In 
the rk and find 
shelter with friends for a few days or

o leave the 
n my home 
 centre.  I 
any money 

Friends or extended networks are crucial for the irregular migrants in finding a place to 
live. As mentioned, it appears to be very common in the first stage after having left the 
reception centre to move quite frequently. Others were able to stay for a longer period 
of time in one place, but the conditions were still stressful and the respondents still 
depended on their network. One respondent had stayed with a friend for almost 2 years: 

him. Such are the difficulties of

other man had a very similar experience: 

I had an agreement with a man to do some painting. We agreed that he
me NOK 25 or 30 per hour. I worked with him for 20 days.   Wh
came for me to get my money, he said that he was going to deduct the
working clothes and the food that I had gotten.  He said that when he
actually lost money and that he had nothing to give me. I was 
he just said that I could go to the police or where ever if I was not hap
course I couldn’t, the first thing they would say is that I am here illegal

Not all irregular work appears to be quite as exploitative to the degree d
these two men.  Other jobs were paid with around NOK 50 per hour, or wi
commission system that could yield a one-off monthly salary of up to NO
This, however, entailed very long working days and risk of exposure to the p
grateful for the opportunity to get a much-needed income, respondents als
advantage of, and also considerable frustration at being at the mercy of their
A point that was raised several times was that of not being able to turn to a
instance

for providing the migrant with a chance to earn at least some money (Koshravi 
2006:298)  

Living arrangements 

angements, although this depends on how long they have been in Norw
 the degree to which they are able to make money, as well as their social n
 initial faces at least, the migrants depend to a large extent on their netwo

 weeks at the time.  One man said: 

When I got the final negative I was told by the UDI that I had t
country, or if they would come and arrest me. As I already told you, i
country there are a lot of problems, so I had to leave the reception
stayed 10 days with one friend, four days with another; I didn’t have 
to pay rent. 
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When we moved to Oslo, I called my friend and asked if we could st
We have stayed there ever since. It is a bit stressful. I would really h
have my own space, but it is not possible.   I share a room with my frie
she has a child.  We sometimes give my friend some money, or maybe sometimes 

ay with her.  
ave liked to 
nd because 

e. 

improve their dwelling over time, again depending on 
network.  One family started out with a rather
to 

 three days 
und a place 
0 a month.  
months we 

 more. Then we lived in a basement, again for a couple of 

nge for my 

Although the family was able to gradually improve their dwelling, it was not without 
cos ving under, 
par  what they 
had : 

When we lived in the basement it was very embarrassing when our friends came 
saw how we lived. We had only this one room, and nothing to put in it, no 

own rooms 

dical help. 
tions, and 
ay be that 

 technically 

eral efforts 
ular migrants in Norway. The 

conducting a study on irregular migrants and health care. The Norwegian Medical 
Association (NMA, Legeforeningen) will discuss the challenge of medical assistance to 
irregular migrants in a status report on health and medical services to non-Western 
immigrants3. The dilemmas medical professionals find themselves in appear to be 

                                               

I buy some food or other things that we need, so that we also contribut

It is possible for some to 
 chaotic situation, but were gradually able 

get an apartment for themselves: 

When we first left the reception centre we lived three days here and
there for two or three months. It was extremely stressful. Then we fo
that we could share with another man, we got one room, and paid 500
But it was very hard to live with a stranger like that, and after two 
couldn’t do it any
months.  It was very difficult.  Finally, through acquaintances, we were introduced 
to a man who had an apartment where he would let us live, in excha
father working for him. 

ts.  They felt acutely embarrassed by the poor conditions they were li
ticularly while living in the basement.  The respondent compared this to
 had in their home country, which they had left hoping for a better future

and 
television, nothing.  When we lived in [our home country] we had our 
and everything we needed. We went to school, we had friends.  

Health issues 
One of the most pressing issues for irregular migrants is the access to me
Norwegian policy is to grant the right to medical assistance in acute situa
otherwise not. It does not always seem clear where the line is drawn, and it m
medical professionals sometimes make an effort to help patients even if they
are not meant to do so.  

The serious nature of this issue is reflected in the fact that there are sev
under way to map and clarify the situation of irreg
Norwegian Centre for Minority Health Research (NAKMI) is in the process of 

 
3 At the time of writing, this report was planned for release in May 2008. 
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related to the legal regulation of what kind of assistance can be given,
complications that occur when irregular migrant patients need costly specialis
Internationally, the organisation Platform for International Coope
Undocumented Migrants (PICUM) released a report in late 2007 focussing on the legal 

 as well as 
t services. 

ration on 

 to access 

al different 
er research 
bove.  The 
el working 

h respect to 
 another.  
ite serious, 
le who had 

state. These problems were both physical and psychological, 
and nformants. 
Re m did not 
rep

y stomach.  
y received me well there, and I got the help I needed.  They only asked for my 

address, which I gave them, and they also asked me why I didn’t go to my regular 
sk me any 
ld call the 

have the intention of calling the police or in other 
ways identifying irregular migrants, this is still a fear among people in this situation.  
Th eir choices, 
and aking the 
dec scribed the 
situ

I know this guy who used to be a construction worker, there had been a fight at 
 

examine him. In a situation like this when people are they don’t dare to contact a 

                                               

and practical barriers encountered by undocumented migrants when trying
health care within eleven EU Member states4. 

The issue of health care can and should be addressed from sever
perspectives, but is currently perhaps not the most pressing issue for furth
since it is one of the topics that is actually being researched, as mentioned a
inclusion of the perspectives of both irregular migrants and medical personn
in different institution and in different roles are very important, not least wit
where bottlenecks might be in the referral of patients from one institution to

All of our respondents reported having had medical problems, some qu
and key informants were also keen to underline their experiences with peop
been in a very bad medical 

 the issue of stress was raised by both irregular migrants and key i
spondents who needed medical attention and went to the emergency roo
ort difficulties in getting help: 

I did go to the emergency room once because I had some pains in m
The

doctor (fastlege5). I just told them I didn’t have one, and they didn’t a
more questions.  I was not afraid to go there, or worried that they wou
police. 

While medical personnel may not 

eir perception of the risk attached to seeking out a doctor will guide th
 this has potentially serious consequences in terms of health care.  M
ision to see a doctor requires a basic level of trust. One key informant de
ation of one of his fellow countrymen: 

his workplace, and he had been severely beaten, his nose was completely crushed. 
Because he had received a negative twice he couldn’t go to the police.  He didn’t 
have a doctor who could receive him.  He went two days before I was told about 
the episode. I contacted a lawyer, and the lawyer arranged for the doctor to 

 
4 The report covers Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden and the United Kingdom 

5 Anyone registered in the National Registry as a resident of a Norwegian municipality is assigned a 
regular GP (fastlege) by the local social security office. 
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doctor.  I think if you live like that it must be very difficult. Maybe it’s
happened very suddenly they can go to 

 something 
the emergency room, but apart from that 

without the 
one with a 
s involved. 

“bounded solidarity” as discussed in the 
paragraph on social networks. The fear of 
adv

e time we 
lly terrified 
en we gave 
ily, no one 
ere in the 

n uniforms 
police.  My 
t about my 
 three times 
I was safe. 

d to seek it 
, as long as 
es however 
ther this is 
 they both 
nown, and 
the woman 

fter a nurse 
er verifying the woman’s identity. While it 

ma elp when a 
pat en question 
whether irregular migrants know that this is the case. Again, the subjective perception 

he had ever 

domen and also psychological problems, but I couldn’t 
go because I didn’t have any money, and I didn’t have a real address to give them. 

Key informants who are involved with irregular migrants in a professional capacity 
outside city centres described certain frustrations and difficulties when they tried to get 
medical help for their clients, and the problem was not necessarily classified as acute or 
life-threatening.  A social worker said: 

they don’t have any access to medical attention. 

It is difficult to say whether this man would have received medical attention 
intervention of the key informant. It is worth noting his dependence on some
network and contacts and that he would only see a doctor after a lawyer wa
This assistance is also an expression of 

risking exposure when looking for medical 
ice was echoed by others: 

At one point my father got [a serious and painful illness] and after som
realised that we had no choice but to go to the hospital.  We were rea
and thought that this might be the time we got caught.  Especially wh
them the temporary identification number at the reception. But luck
asked us anything.  At one point, though, my mother and father w
examination room and I was waiting outside. I saw two men i
approaching me and for a horrible moment I thought it was the 
thoughts were racing, “Is this it? Will they catch me now, and wha
parents, will they know what happened?” I felt my face change colour
before I realised that they were security guards and not police and that 

Irregular migrants appeared not to be denied medical attention when they ha
out at the central emergency room in Oslo, which is mostly where they went
they were willing to provide an address where they could be reached. It do
seem unclear whether this address needs to be a real address, and whe
checked. In one instance, a woman shared an apartment with a friend, and
worked in prostitution. The roommate didn’t want her address to be k
refused to let her address be used at the emergency room. In this instance, 
was allegedly denied medical attention, a situation that was only solved a
employed in prostitution outreach wrote a lett

y not be the policy of the emergency room to deny access to medical h
ient does not have money or only provides a false address, it is an op

may be more important than the real situation. One man said, when asked if 
needed medical attention but been unable to obtain it: 

I have had pains in my ab
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It has been quite difficult to get medical help for one woman. She use
lot of sedatives and had a lot of psychological problems. We can’t u
name when she goes to a doctor because we can't reveal her iden
beginning the doctor’s office was quite cooperative and let her use a 
This way we could also get her medication, they would order it in as p
emergency service.  But after some time one of the doctors refused
arrangement go on. This made it very difficult at the pharmacy, where 
not give her the medication

d to take a 
se her real 
tity. In the 
false name. 
art of their 
 to let this 
they would 

 because she obviously didn’t have ID papers with her 
h personal 

 of irregular 
 treatment 

ication.  As 
any irregular migrants are in a 

financially precarious situation and are of
exp .  One man 
exp

d psychological problems, so I was given 
f the reception centre I didn’t have any money to 

, because I didn’t have money to pay for it. 

ght and 
uldn’t sleep, and then during the day I would get maybe four or five hours of 

redictability 
 the country 

 
ion as well. 
onsiderable 
arly, stress-
 problems; 

 do about it 

While these conditions may not necessarily pose serious threats to the person’s 
health, rashes or tooth aches become almost an embodiment of the persons’ irregular 
status, and the inability to get treatment sets  them apart from the rest of the population. 
Not being able to use health services is also seen as further confirmation of lack of 
normality. One respondent was very anxious to try to create normality where there was 
none, and described this in connection with wanting a flu vaccination shot: 

false name. In the end we managed to solve the situation throug
contacts, but it was very difficult. 

The issue of medication and costs is also something that impairs the health
migrants. While irregular migrants may be able to get an initial assessment and
of acute illness, it is more difficult to follow up and to bear the costs of med
is noted in the section on work conditions and income, m

ten barely able to cover their daily living 
enses, and consequently have no opportunity to pay for medicines
lained how his psychological condition had steadily deteriorated: 

When I was in the reception centre I ha
pills. When I was thrown out o
buy the medication and had to stop taking it. 
[Question:] so you had to stop taking medication that you needed? 
Yes
[Question:] how did this affect your health? 
It got worse, I literally couldn’t sleep at night, I would stay awake all ni
co
sleep. 

Psychological strain was described by many. The combination of felt unp
and hopes of a change in situation, and fear of being caught and sent out of
is stressful. 

While the irregular migrants were most concerned with serious health problems,
smaller problems that went untreated were a considerable source of frustrat
Minor ailments, such as athlete’s foot, when left untreated would cause c
irritation, and was also a reminder of the indignity of the situation. Simil
related rashes or eczema were also difficult to get rid of. Dental health caused
one man had pain in his teeth for a very long time, but there was nothing to
because of the high prices of dentists.  
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You know, I got the flu last winter and it was terrible, pains and aches
body.  So I was thinking whether I could maybe get a vaccination this
just tried to ask at a doctor’s office, but it costs more than NOK 300
through the door, and then you have to pay for the vaccination, so it’s really out 

 all over my 
 year.  So I 
 even to go 

y her own 
ho strictly 

 avoid the 
d the story 

 about her irregularity and how it closes doors to her that 
are open to others, such as making her own choices regarding health, rather than a 
concern for her health as such. 

 

gular 

migrants in 
nt research 
from their 

uld 
re irregular 
eir parents. 
or cultural; 
he children 

ildren find 
idually and 
who carries 
eatment for 
er children 
ldren, both 

nd through the 
concern they may have that their parents may not recover. 

Children’s living conditions in general cannot be seen separately from those of their 
parents, and this is even more striking in cases where both parents and children try to 
stay hidden and isolated. Children, however, also face their own challenges, separate 
from those of their parents. They may also have conflicting interests with their parents, 
and hold resentment for the situation they have been placed in, as discussed below.  

of the question. I kind of knew, but I just had to ask. 

From a medical point of view there was no reason for this young and, b
assessment, healthy woman to get a flu vaccine. However, many people w
speaking do not need this vaccine still choose to have it, in order to
discomfort and inconvenience of a bad bout of flu. When this woman relate
to us, it appeared to be more

 

“It wasn’t my choice to come here” – children as irre
migrants in Norway 

Given what we know about the fears and strains affecting adult irregular 
Norway, how do these factors influence children in the same situation? Curre
and policy efforts have focussed mostly on children as single or separated 
parents as being in need of protection and care. While this is undoubtedly true, it wo
be misguided to believe that child migrants, and particularly children who a
migrants, are insulated against harmful consequences by the presence of th
When parents are unable to secure basic rights, be they economic, social 
having their parents in the destination country does not fully protect t
(O’Connell Davidson & Farrow 2007:11).  

All aspects of parents’ work, living arrangements and medical state described in the 
sections above also affect children through shaping the environment the ch
themselves in, with their parents. Health particularly cannot be seen indiv
apart from its effect on entire families, even though it may be one individual 
the initial symptoms. For instance, if a mother does not have the right to tr
depression, it cannot be ignored that her health will affect the situation of h
as well. The physical health state of parents can also profoundly affect chi
through children having to take on a role as carers for their parents a
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Child migration in Norway has lately been focused on more in terms o
vulnerability to exploitation and abuse by various predators or criminal netw
attention has been paid to how child migrants, and particularly irregular chi
are affected by the structural circumstances set up by Norwegian immigrati
How are children affected by parents’ health problems? What challenges do 
terms of school attendance? What challenges do schools face when teachi
who are irregular migrants? What happens in cases of abuse – are child
services able to follow up? How are children affected by uncertainty, given
appear to b

f children’s 
orks. Less 

ld migrants, 
on policies. 
they face in 
ng children 
 protection 
 that adults 

informants 

approached 
the present 
n to bodies 
e or other 

nt reason is 
of the child 
as irregular 
rviews with 

o observe children in this situation. Key informants should include 
is is one of 
e feel that 

re research 

our project 

children, one thirteen-year-old and one child who came to Norway as a fifteen-year-old, 
ult but still an irregular immigrant, as well as other information on 

how children are affected by their irregular status. In light of this we will discuss the 
par

Ch

 It affected 
care-centre 
they did go 
 they saw a 

police car and cry for his mother that they had to hide, even though he did not 
fully understand why. The mother tried to protect the children from the realities 
of their situation as much as possible, but because of their living arrangements it 
was difficult to avoid them hearing the grown-ups discussing the situation. The 
eldest child, who was five, did not talk about what she heard, but became very 
nervous and was often angry. The middle girl became very aggressive, and would 

ecome ill with stress related disease and sometimes talk of suicide? These are 
but a few of the topics that have come up even within the limited sample of 
for this study. 

As discussed in chapter 2, irregular migrant children should not be 
directly as respondents. There are several reasons for this. One is that in 
situation, researchers cannot be sure that they are able to refer children o
that can help them if for instance the child tells the researcher about abus
circumstances that indicates that the child needs assistance. Another importa
that it may be frightening for the child to be interviewed within a context 
not having the required residence permits. In stead, topics of children 
migrants should be approached through key informant interviews and inte
parents or others wh
at least schools, medical professionals and child protection services. While th
the most complex topics to approach, both methodologically and ethically, w
it is one of the most pressing, and that it should be given due priority in futu
and policy development.  

Information about child irregular migrants in various ages is part of 
material. In three excerpts we will present some aspects of the lives of pre-school 

and who is now an ad

ticular challenges facing children as irregular migrants in Norway. 

ildren under school age 

The three children, all under six years old, lived 1 ½ years in hiding.
them deeply, they could not go out to play, and they had no day-
where they could be with other children. On the rare occasions that 
out, the youngest child, who was three years old, would be terrified if
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attack other children and beat them up, telling them to get away from
At times the children would make some friends, but then they had to
happened ag

 her house. 
 leave. This 

ain and again, and it was tough on the children to repeatedly lose 

ants. When 
otions. This 

 reception 
 waiting for 
tand would 

ity of cases 
efore some 

 born into 
ur respondents was pregnant at the time of the interview. She did 

rec an irregular 
mi he way she 
felt

 depressed; 
ery tired and have little energy.  For a few weeks I hardly ate at all.  I 

ve thought 
 motherless 

This woman did receive medical help, and was also given at least some treatment for her 
not hard to imagine that this child, if born into the same situation 

of insecurity that the mother is in now, will be
fro

Ad

me without 
y traumatic 

rolled in 
ted to drop 

out and not showing up. Her insecure situation with respect to her own and her 
mother’s legal status combined with the long wait has made her both depressed 
and unmotivated at school. Over the past year she has sometimes tried to come to 
classes, but because she had been absent for so much time, she did not have any 
friends at school and fell behind the others. On the rare occasions that she did 
show up, she would generally leave again after lunch. Lately she has not showed 

friends this way. 

Even very young children can be deeply affected by life as irregular migr
parents are scared, children are sensitive to their moods and mimic their em
is not just the case for children who are irregular migrants; staff at asylum
centres described the same patterns with young children whose families were
replies to their asylum applications. Children who were far young to unders
react very strongly to negative replies, with fear and sadness. Behavioural problems were 
described by many. Children who become irregular migrants will in the major
have this kind of background, having already waited at a reception centre b
of them are taken into hiding by their parents.  

A particular challenge is tied to pregnant women and children who are
hiding. One of o

eive medical attention, but found that the psychological stress of being 
grant and the fear of the police made it difficult to take care of herself t
 she should have:  

I’ve been very stressed during my pregnancy. My doctor said that I am
I’m still v
didn’t really want any food and I could not find the energy for cooking. (…) 
During my darkest moments I have considered suicide. But then I ha
that I have to do it before the child is born, because I can't leave a
child behind. 

depression. But it is 
 affected by life as an irregular migrant 

m the very beginning of life. 

olescence, early teens 

She has lived in Norway for more than three years, most of the ti
residence permit, with her mother. She has been through some ver
experiences and is struggling with psychological problems. She was en
school and followed classes for a year or two before she gradually star
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up to school at all, but neither the school nor the child protection 
able to find her. The school staff is frustrated with child protection s
say they are assigned a new case worker for the girl every time they ca
she is slipping through their fingers. Lately they have heard that she has found 

services are 
ervices and 
ll, and that 

l activities. 

r interviews 
ren and did 
ibed above 
 necessarily 
 with them 
are in. This 

pils and makes the social aspects of 
going to school difficult as well. As with younger children, adolescents also often carry 
wit pplications 
bef

ildren. The 
days we got a call from the school, they 

he girl was 
It was very 

hey do not 
 should no 
rol them in 
 have been 
gister their 
a residence 
rovision in 

e than three 
ost schools 

d a residence permit or not, 
and said that it was difficult for teachers to know if particular children were struggling 
because they might be irregular immigrants. Others went further in demanding 
documentation that it was probable that the child would in fact stay in Norway for more 

d led to a long 
ncerned. 

                                               

friends outside school belonging to a group involved in various crimina

Many parents are afraid of having their children registered in school. In ou
we were also told of parents who went straight into hiding with their child
not dare having any contact with official bodies. However, as the case descr
illustrates, even if children are in fact allowed to go to school, this does not
solve all their problems. As in the case with this girl, children may carry
trauma that is exacerbated by the profound insecurity in the situation they 
makes it difficult to follow the pace of other pu

h them the earlier experience of waiting for the outcome of asylum a
ore becoming irregular. Staff at a reception centre said: 

We have this family here that got a negative reply, parents and two ch
older girl understood a lot. After a few 
asked us if we knew if anything had happened to their application. T
crying all the time at school; she had black circles under her eyes. 
difficult for her. 

It has been established that children have the right to go to school even if t
have a residence permit. According to Norwegian laws on education schools
longer require children’s passport number or identity number in order to en
school. In some cases, this has still been problematic, and several cases
reported in the media where irregular migrant parents have tried to re
children at schools but have been rejected because they did not have 
permit6. Phone calls to 9 schools in Oslo revealed that all were aware of the p
Norwegian law for education rights of children who stay in Norway for mor
months, but that schools to some extent interpreted this in different ways. M
expressed that they would often not even know if a child ha

than three months. This had in one particular case proven difficult, an
delay in the enrolment in school for the child co

 
6 See for instance Aften Aften **, Aftenposten 17 November 2007, 
http://www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/iriks/article2106583.ece 
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Becoming 

he went to 
ell. She was 
arents were 
ed the final 
l, leave her 
 for more 

ement. She 
en on the 
ers for the 
k of, and is 
gular labour 
e her father 
 feels more 
not leaving 

gh she had 
ecause she 
 to higher 

it would be 
he went to 
s. She says 
ybe getting 

say to someone she met, that she 
 if she met 
the right to 
l she could 

that her life 
 friends are 
. In her life, 
d, or in the 
rogression, 

 when most 
iety.  
n addition, 
of personal 

identity (Brekke 2004:18, 44). This respondent would refer several times to what had 
been left behind in her home country, and contrast it with the miserable and 
unpredictable existence she had lived for years, saying; “at home we had everything – 
here we have nothing”. She found the poverty humiliating, and she told how she was 
constantly striving to keep an immaculate appearance. She asked; “When you look at 
me, would you be able to tell what I am?” She was also the one who said what became 

an adult as an irregular migrant, mid teens to early twenties 

When she first came to Norway as an asylum seeker with her parents, s
school, which she enjoyed very much and where she did extremely w
an active girl and had several different jobs after school.  Her p
convinced that they would get to stay in Norway, so when they receiv
negative decision, it was a shock to all of them. She had to leave schoo
friends, and the family was launched into moving from place to place
than a year, before they were able to find a more permanent arrang
speaks Norwegian very well, unlike her parents, and has tak
responsibility of finding help for the family. She has changed lawy
family four times, taken their case to all the organisations she can thin
always on the lookout for new information.  She also works in the irre
market for low pay in order to get money for food. It worries her to se
change, becoming more angry and at the same time introverted. She
and more alienated from him. Her mother is slipping into depression, 
the apartment for weeks on time, just watching television. Althou
friends when she went to school, she does not see them anymore, b
feels they have nothing in common. Most of them have moved on
education, which is her biggest dream as well. But she worries that 
difficult for her to start to study because it is such a long time since s
school. Also, she does not know anything about what the future hold
that it is out of the question to think about getting a boyfriend and ma
married. One thing would be what she could 
was living here illegally? Another thing would be her family, maybe
someone and fell in love they would get married and she would get 
stay here. But that would be letting her family down. She did not fee
abandon them; after all they had been through together. 

In growing into adulthood as an irregular migrant, this young woman feels 
has grinded to a halt even before it has properly started. While her former
moving on with their lives, she cannot see beyond a very short time horizon
she had no sense of normalcy, and could not even imagine having a boyfrien
future, a family of her own. In a sense, time has stopped and there is no p
just one day at the time, as it has been for years and years, in a period of life
people start to form their own identity and sense of self and belonging in soc

In order to do identity work, the individual needs a sense of future self. I
bereavement of a former position in the home country challenges the sense 
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the title of this sub-chapter; “It wasn’t my choice to come here”. She was c
she felt that this life had been forced on her, even though she knew that her 
done what they thought was best. Still, she could not avoid feeling some rese
having been put in this situation. At the same time, she felt a very strong ob
help her parents and stay loyal to them, even though the family relation
becoming increasingly strained. When children integrate in terms of lan
knowledge of society and parents do not, it challenges the cohesion in 
(Brekke 2004:36). The children become responsible f

lear on how 
parents had 
ntment for 
ligation to 

ships were 
guage and 
the family 

or dealing with the outside world, 
as translators, and as in the case of the respondent above, family advocates. It puts 
further strain on a child if the family are also irregular migrants 

an irregular 
h problems 
te housing, 

suicidal thoughts and more. Given the conditions they live under, which most of them 
fou for staying? 

. Minister 
for Work and Inclusion, Bjarne Håkon Hans

heir asylum 
e illegally.  

[Regarding irregular immigrants who are exploited in the irregular labour market:] 
d to take in 
al negative 
bout a life 

t in asylum 
yees try to 
nified than 

In light if this, an interesting research question is precisely what motivates return, and 
scribe what our respondents said 

about why they did not leave. However, methodologically, that is precisely the problem; 
by conducting interviews only in Norway, we only get information about those who did 
not leave. For more complex data on decision making processes, research would ideally 
follow the same individuals in the migration process over time, and also through 

                                               

Motivation for staying 

Judging even from our limited number of interviews, it is not easy being 
migrant in Norway. We have heard accounts of exploitation, violence, healt
and terrified children. People struggle through poverty, lack of appropria

nd extremely difficult, why are they not leaving? What is their motivation 
In light of the current Norwegian policy this question becomes pertinent

en, stated his position in an interview: 

The main challenge is to find them and send them out of Norway. T
applications have been rejected, and they are staying her
 

This shows that going underground is putting life on hold. They nee
that their future is not in Norway when they have received the fin
reply. The best thing for these people is to realise that the future is a
outside Norway, in the country they come from7. 

The Norwegian policy is also reflected in the “motivation work” carried ou
reception centres with rejected asylum seekers, in which centre emplo
motivate voluntary return, which is seen as preferable to and more dig
apprehension by the police and subsequent deportation.  

what motivates staying. In this sub-chapter we de

 
7 Aftenposten, 27 November 2007; “De papirløse har ingen fremtid her” 
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different stages of migration. When people leave, why do they leave, and wh
go? What consequences does this have for their lives and how does it impa
further decision making? Migration takes place as processes rather than w
time. It is therefore a methodological problem that the ones that can be a
interviewing at any given point are the ones that have not left. Following
over time and across borders would perhaps be too complicated and costly,
if one should want to include the experiences of people of different nation
solution would be to target one group specifically, and conduct interviews in t
to which they have returned. One such project is in progress at the time of 
w

ere do they 
ct on their 
indows in 

ccessed for 
 individuals 
 particularly 
alities. One 
he country 
writing, in 

e Research 
turning to 

valuation of 
wards failed asylum seekers. The change, which meant that 

no one would be allowed to stay on in a reception centre after receiving a final negative 
rep d Regional 
De

place in the 
o-operation 

reform had 
dologically 

 were other 
that guided 
me country 
her, as time 

y change and become more attached to Norway and their network 
.: 148). The 
er receiving 
y here, for 

 the right to 

th with respect to nationality 
and how they entered Norway are very simila
the ng that we 
can e people do 
leave after receiving a negative reply, either through the existing channels of voluntary 
return or on their own, perhaps after spending some time in hiding before deciding it is 
not an option. Staff at a reception centre related one such example: 

There was this family, who had received a negative reply.  They had made an 
appointment with IOM the next day in order to arrange voluntary assisted return. 

hich Christian Michelsens Institutt (CMI) and the International Peac
Institute, Oslo (PRIO) conduct a review of support for Afghans re
Afghanistan from Norway. 

Brekke and Søholt addressed the issue of motivation for staying in their e
the 2004 change in policy to

ly, was meant to motivate return. Then Minister for Local Government an
velopment, Erna Solberg, said: 

The motivation lies in that it is a big difference between what you get if you co-
operate about return or not.  With corporation you get to keep your 
reception centre, the financial support and travel in dignity.  Without c
you will not get this (Brekke and Søholt 2005:143). 

One of the questions Brekke and Søholt sought to answer, was whether this 
in fact motivated return, as intended. While they conclude that this is metho
difficult to fully assess, they found that for many it had not, and that there
factors more important than the loss of right to live in a reception centre 
immigrants’ choices. These factors included fear of the situation in the ho
and seeing others succeed in staying (Brekke and Søholt 2005:145ff). Furt
passes people ma
here, while the ties and bonds with the home country become weaker (ibid
authors further suggest that some groups may be more are likely to leave aft
a negative reply, because they have invested less than others in the journe
instance Russians and Belarusians who had left reception centres after losing
live there (ibid.: 146).  

Our findings with respondents from other groups, bo
r to those of Brekke and Søholt. We have 

 same caveats; our respondents were also the ones who stayed, meani
not say what might have motivated others to leave. It is clear that som
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The next day they rang from school asking if the children had oversle
found their room empty.  A few hours later a friend of the childre
called us and said that they had been with her and giving her the key
would put in the mail for us.  We didn’t understand why she left this w
days later she called us from her home country, apolog

pt, and we 
n’s mother 
, which she 

ay.  A few 
ising for leaving this way.  I 

don’t know how she left; she had no passport or money.  If she had gone with 

returned to 
er irregular 
at it will be 
Because of 
 agreement, 
 who leave 
 means to 

people who 
to hiding in 
y irregular 

is therefore 

ho did not 
are still in 

extent, the respondents’ goal was more about to not having to 
return to their home country, rather than specifically staying in Norway. Norway had 

 been a very explicit goal for any of them, most said they had wanted to go to a safe 
at they just 

Fea
Our respondents spoke of a fear of what would happen if they returned home, and 
exp they did not see this as an alternative. For several people the 

not be safe 
se I have 

converted to Christianity.  

This respondent felt that the Norwegian authorities did not trust her sincerity with 
respect to her religious conviction, and was very frustrated. Others felt unsafe for other 
reasons, more attached to their personal circumstances than the state regime in their 
home country. One had come into a serious conflict with family members, and felt 

                                               

IOM she would have travelled for free and had a normal return. 

From May 2002 until the end of October 2007, a total of 4856 people had 
their home countries with the help of IOM Oslo’s return programme8. Oth
migrants try to leave with the help of smugglers, since while they realise th
difficult to stay in Norway, they do not wish to go to their home country. 
the Dublin Convention they cannot go to another country taking part in this
and may for instance try to go to North America in stead. Other groups
asylum reception centres may be those who use the asylum institute as a
transit through Norway to other countries. It is unknown to which extent 
leave reception centres, either before or after receiving negative replies, go in
Norway or leave for other countries. Developing estimates of how man
migrants live in Norway based on those disappearing from reception centres 
a risky business, and produces little more than “guesstimates”. 

With these limitations in mind, we return to our target group, those w
leave, or have not yet left, to describe their explanations for why they 
Norway. To a large 

not
country, with democracy and the opportunity to live a normal life, and th
happened to come here.   

r 

ressed very clearly that 
fear was directly tied to concern for their personal safety: 

I really can’t leave and go back to [my home country], because I will 
there. People even in my own family have threatened me becau

 
8 www.iom.no 
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unsafe for that reason. She did not feel that local authorities would prote
difficult to assess how strong individual fears are, and to what extent fear i
legitimate reason for breaking Norwegian law when confronted with a 
questions. But in most cases, this fear seemed substantial and convincing
informants also confirmed that one woman had two serious suicide attempts
and was likely to at least try again if she was not allowed to stay in Norway, b
was so scared of what would happen if she was returned. She had already b
by her family follow

ct her. It is 
s cited as a 
researcher’s 
 to us. Key 
 behind her 
ecause she 
een ousted 

ing her divorce, which she said was considered deeply shameful. 
One supporter of the Afghans who participated in a hunger strike in XX explained 
oth

nds to the 
they would 

tually against the hunger strike, 

at if we are 

ves, among 
as an unaccompanied minor. After his 

it suicide by 
r pregnant 

had considered the same way out of what she felt was a hopeless situation; 
ano

, others felt 
that the situation in their home country was chaotic in spite of the Norwegian 
authorities said: 

conditions 
s what it is 

 hear about 
by security.  
re? There is 
e that here, 

It is difficult to assess whether the situation in the home country is always as precarious 
as the respondents thought. Regardless of what the situation really is, the behaviours 
and choices of irregular migrants will still be influenced more by their own perception 
than any official assessments, however thorough. The subjective perception and fear 
becomes a much more important factor than any “objective” circumstances. 

er people’s reasoning: 

You know, the starting point was that people made a list of dema
government, and said that if a decision wasn’t made to let them stay, 
go on hunger strike. We [their supporters] were ac
because we didn’t want lives to be lost, and we knew that the authorities would 
not change their position. But they still wanted to do it, they said th
going to be sent back to die, we can might as well die here. 

Several key informants knew of people who had tried to take their own li
them a young man who came to Norway 
application for asylum was rejected after he had turned 18, he tried to comm
drinking ammonia. As described in the subchapter on children, one of ou
respondents 

ther woman had two suicide attempts behind her.  
While many respondents had fears tied to their individual circumstances

The Norwegian government thinks it knows better than us about the 
in [our home country], but at the same time we have seen in the new
like there. 

It is very difficult, because they say it’s safe there, but all the time we
explosions and that people are killed.  I don’t know what they mean 
If it had been like that in Oslo, could you say that it is safe to live he
this relativism; I think that might be the cause.  If the situation was lik
nobody would have said it is safe. 
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Seeing others succeed, hoping for a change 
The migrants were also motivated by having seen changes in Norwegian 
granting asylum or a temporary residence permits. This is consistent with
found by Brekke and Søholt, as mentioned above. In their material, irregula
were mainly motivated  by seeing others succeeding on an individual basis
their cases treated in UNE with a positive outcome (2005:146).Our r
referred more to general policy changes that affected whole groups of peo
mentioned the most recent change in practice, which occurred in June 
mentioned by several respondents, when, several children were given reside
after a prolonged stay and attachment to Norway was documented (AID 
change in policy had given new hope to some that maybe subsequent changes would 

practice in 
 what was 
r migrants 

, i.e. having 
espondents 
ple. Several 
2007, was 

nce permits 
2007). This 

com b page for 
inf

understand 
hat I can’t 

ith children, I was 
d to get a 
appy and 

ell. 

pments in 
ts or political 

sug  same time 
peo es may also 
be y signalled.  
Ho  strain: 

t year when 
to children 

ays tried to 
pments in 

ike we were 
 for us. We 
still just a 
 were told 

hen it was 
e, after we 

had waited for maybe eight or nine months. It turned out that I was just too old 
for it is to apply to me, even though I came to Norway when I was only 15 years 
old.  This was the biggest setback and disappointment that my family have ever 
been through. We just couldn’t believe it. I have tried to contact many 
organizations and I have tried to make a lawyer take the case, but everyone just 
says that they understand that I am disappointed, and that they agree it’s not fair, 

e that applied to them.  One respondent would often check the UDI we
ormation in the hopes that something might have changed: 

I do try to check the web page quite often, but it is difficult to 
everything because it is in Norwegian, or in complicated English t
understand.  But when the rules were changed for families w
the one to tell my friends, and several families that I know manage
residence permit this way, in part thanks to me.  They were very h
grateful.  I only hope that there will be a change that applies to me as w

Others also tried to keep themselves informed about possible develo
Norwegian immigration policies. News of possible developmen

gestions become a straw to hang on to and may instil hope, while at the
ple are suspended and feel trapped into a waiting game.  Political process
unpredictable and the outcome may also differ from what was initiall
pes were therefore sometimes dashed, causing considerable psychological

The worst thing I have experienced so far was the hope that we got las
we heard news about plans for a new policy to grant residence permits 
who had stayed in Norway for more than three years. We have alw
watch the news every day at seven to see if there are any new develo
immigration law in Norway, and when we heard about this, I just felt l
saved.  We even celebrated and told all our friends, who were so happy
even had balloons. I contacted a lawyer who said that this was 
suggestion and that it would take a long time for it to be passed.  We
that it was going to be discussed in Stortinget in February, and t
postponed to March, then to April.  Finally, the new rule came in Jun
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but that there is nothing they can do.  So this is the first time after all these years 

llenging by 
el through 
loyee at a 

ere ecstatic; 
y.  He tried 
r. It turned 

he message 
ter, an NGO addressed a Ministry with 

dem e reception 
cen

Someone had just read MUF – UDI – residence permit – and people started 
calling each other. Before we knew it everyone thought that this was official 

ents in migration 
Many of the irregular immigrants had made considerable personal and financial 
inv  to give up 
the n described 
his

footpath by 
 it took a lot of time from we left until 

we came to Norway.  All the time it was illegal, and sometimes in the night we 
we were in 
ing the day 
e. I think I 

isky and costly. In 
interviews with Nigerian prostitutes in Oslo, it was striking to the researchers that some 
of eir current 
situ n unofficial 
“m d had been 
the most traumatic during all of their migration, even compared to a miserable life in 
prostitution in Oslo. One woman related her journey from Nigeria to Europe:  

“It took four years before she was out of Africa, and she describes those years as 
hell, and she could not contact her family. Grace got out of West Africa on foot, 
via Mali and Morocco. She travelled alone, but met other migrants on her way. 

that I really feel that I am starting to lose hope. 

Finding information and interpreting what it meant was described as cha
both irregular migrants and key informants. Information would often trav
informal channels and rumours were often flying. For instance, an emp
reception centre said that one day, members of one particular group w
celebrating that everyone with temporary protection (MUF) would get to sta
to check the UDI web pages, but found no information about this whatsoeve
out that the information came from a letter, which had been posted on t
board of a minority organisation. In this let

ands that this particular group should be allowed to stay in Norway. Th
tre employee said;  

information. It goes really quickly. 

Large investm

estments in their migration to Norway. They were therefore not likely
ir endeavours, thereby making their struggles pointless.   One young ma
 journey here: 

You know, I didn’t come directly here.  We came country by country, 
footpath, all the time we were illegal, and

walked across the borders [to avoid the border guards]. Many times 
deep forests and in the mountains, and we tried to hide ourselves dur
so that the police wouldn’t find us, because we were illegal everywher
was in more than 10 countries before I came here. 

From many parts of the world migration to Norway is both r

them would talk with relative candour of the difficulties they faced in th
ation, but refused to talk about the journey, and particularly the stay i
igration camps” in West Africa. The reason they gave was that this perio
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Grace said; ‘Lots of people die on the route. We could go up to three weeks 
6:27) 

to Norway, 
hey did not 
ome sort of 

– for instance in loss of 
se, many of 

 countries, 
in trying to 
n therefore 
not part of 

cost him NOK 80 000 (approximately € 10 000). 
He had tried to arrange this twice, but had not yet been able to finalise the deal. People 
around him were also very worried about his plan. Not only is it expensive but also 
unsafe, and difficult to find the right people.  

without food and sometimes we have to drink piss’ “(Skilbrei et al. 200

Most of our respondents were very reluctant to discuss just how they came 
or issues of smuggling and debts. It is hard to say whether this is because t
feel these questions were relevant to their situation, or whether they feared s
negative consequences if divulging use of human smugglers 
legitimacy in the eyes of the researcher as a “real asylum seeker”. In any ca
them came from countries from which it is not easy to travel to Norway. 

Some people who feel stuck in Norway considered trying to go to other
but this was not easy. The Dublin Convention means that there is no point 
apply for asylum in other countries covered by the agreement. One ma
considered getting the help of human smugglers to get him into a country 
this agreement. However, this would 
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CONCLUSION 

to research 
designs. At 
tudy of this 

 of chain 
ling frame. 
unlikely to 

dency towards masking their networks. 
ficult living 
n with the 

which have 
espondents, 
isadvantage 
r the group 
recruitment 

ould be to 
ns, lawyers’ 
immigrants 
arket, one 

hance their 
nd anguish 

potential of 
ification is 
authorities, 
as financed 
m felt that 

sion about 
espondents 
pation was 
onsiderable 
he potential 

Ample time and resources will be needed for respondent recruitment, for several 
reasons. This is a population that is both hidden and elusive, in that members cannot 
easily be found and identified, and in addition will be reluctant to participate in research. 
A second reason is that a significant amount of time should be spent discussing the 
project with key informants and gate keepers, building trust and adjusting recruitment 
strategies if necessary. Further, a potential project would have to consider creating some 

Based on the above discussion of methodological and ethical concerns tied 
with this group, certain recommendations can be made for future project 
this stage, we would not recommend attempting a larger scale quantitative s
group in Norway. Such a scheme would have had to be built on some form
referral, for instance Respondent Driven Sampling, due to the lack of a samp
From what we have seen in this project, we believe that chain referral is 
succeed, due to potential respondents’ ten
Further, the use of incentives would be ethically problematic due to the dif
conditions likely to be found among many in the group, in combinatio
sensitive nature of the data one would seek to collect. 

The most fruitful avenue would therefore be targeted qualitative studies, 
the advantage of being more flexible and provide more direct contact with r
thereby a greater chance of building trust, but on the other hand have the d
in that it is hard to assess whether findings are necessarily representative fo
as a whole. As respondents in the target group are hard to come by, the 
strategy should be well thought through and target broadly. A good strategy w
approach migration and minority organisations, churches and congregatio
offices, crisis centres, as well as selected medical institutions. While irregular 
are also believed to be found in various sectors of the irregular labour m
should be cautious in trying to recruit respondents directly if there is a c
status will be revealed to their surroundings. This can cause not only stress a
but also heightened vulnerability to exploitation, as irregular status has the 
being used as a means of extortion or pressure. One issue that needs clar
whether it would be ethically appropriate to recruit respondents through the 
such as UDI or the police. As previously mentioned, in this project, which w
by the UDI, both the National Ethics Committee and the project tea
recruiting through that channel, including in asylum camps, could cause confu
the role of the researcher. For instance there could be a danger that r
thought participation could somehow help their case, or that partici
mandatory. Such a recruitment strategy would in any case place a c
responsibility on the researcher in providing sufficient information, but has t
of giving very valuable information. 
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sort of back-up system for respondents, and particularly children, who are id
be in a difficult situation through interviews for the project. This is ve
happen, both in terms of medical problems and in terms of being crime vict
is also a risk of re-traumatization through interviews, which creates a v
responsibility on part of the researchers. Irregular migrants have very limit
Norway today, and for that reason, we would not recommend includi
directly as respondents

entified to 
ry likely to 
ims. There 
ery serious 
ed rights in 
ng children 

. If children were to be found in a difficult situation, the research 
s should be 

 field, both 
igrants; and 
ditions they 
ts, but it is 
ervices. The 
 informants 
igrants the 

ast whether 
cated issue 

hrough the 
ealth.  
way at the 
ve several 

e a realistic and flexible approach to respondent recruitment. 

learer to respondents, which could increase chances of 
. It would also form a better basis for discussion of targeted policy 

measures within specific fields. 
 

 
 
 

 

team may not be able to help find a good solution. Again, sufficient resource
set aside towards this end.  

The most pressing issues in our need for knowledge lie within the health
physical and mental health; in the situation of children who are irregular m
the situation of irregular migrants in the labour market, including what con
work under. Concerning health, irregular migrants have some limited righ
unclear to what extent the group is able to or dare access necessary health s
returning topic of suicide in interviews with both irregular migrants and key
also gives great cause for concern. When it comes to children as irregular m
same concern prevails; whether they are able to access their rights, and not le
their parents dare risk exposure by seeking rights for their children. A compli
concerns how parents’ lack of rights affects their children directly  t
psychosocial environment they find themselves in, not least with respect to h

In conclusion, the best way to approach research with this group in Nor
moment would be through targeted qualitative studies. This would ha
advantages. One would b
The second would be that focussing on subtopics would make the context and possible 
use of information c
participation
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Summary

This is a summary of the report on the first part of the joint research and development project
funded by the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration (UDI, reference number 06/6594), developing
methods for determining the numbers of unauthorized foreigners in Norway. The report is prepared
by Senior Researcher Li-Chun Zhang.

A method is developed based on the data available. The expected total irregular residents popu-
lation with non-EU origins is estimated to be 18196 by 1.1.2006. This constituted 0.39% of the
official residents populations in Norway in 2005. The estimated lower and upper bounds of a 95%
confidence interval are 10460 and 31917, respectively. Of the estimated total irregular residents,
12325 were previous asylum seekers, and the rest, 5871, were persons that had never applied for
asylum. The estimated lower and upper bounds of a 95% confidence interval for the irregular
residents excluding previous asylum seekers are 3352 and 10385, respectively.

Comparisons with relevant empirical results available from other EU countries suggest that the
aforementioned estimates are plausible indicators of the size of the target population. It is,
however, important to be aware of two basic preconditions for the results.

Firstly, there is the problem of data, which are few and difficult to extract. The details will be
described in Section 3. The estimation approach is necessitated by the data that have been made
available to us. Due to limited time and resources, it has not been possible to study in depth other
potential data sources such as the many databases at the Police. Also, it has not been feasible to
go more thoroughly through the data that may be available at UDI. A main difficulty is that the
various types of potential data are not maintained for the purpose of this project, which makes
test data extraction extremely costly and time-consuming. A more systematic and coordinated
survey of the data sources should have a high priority in future methodological development.

Secondly, the estimation method makes use of certain model assumptions, explained in Section 5.
It is important to realize that, while assumptions of various kinds are unavoidable in this case due
to the nature of the problem, it is impossible to verify all the underlying assumptions beyond any
empirical doubt. We therefore emphasize that one should not be overconfident in the reported
estimates. Rather one should treat them as useful pieces of information that can help us towards
a better overall understanding of the phenomenon of interest.

Below is a summary of the data and the model assumptions. For each country we have

m: number of unauthorized foreigners registered at UDI between May of 2005 and 2006.
n: number of foreign citizens who faced criminal charges during the calendar year 2005.
N: number of foreign-born persons of the age 18 and over, registered in the Central Population
Register by 1.1.2006.

The data are prepared in aggregated table form such that no person can be identified. The aim
is to estimate M, the number of irregular residents from each country, in order to arrive at the
overall total by 1.1.2006. The model assumptions can briefly be described as follows:
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(1) There is a relationship between M and N of the type: M is increasing with N, where the rate
of increase decreases as N becomes larger. The actual rate of increase is unknown and estimated
from the data.

(2) There is a relationship between m/M and n/N of the type: m/M is increasing with n/N, where
the rate of increase decreases as n/N becomes larger. The actual rate of increase is independent
of the rate of increase under (1) and is unknown and estimated from the data.

(3) In addition to the underlying structural assumptions in (1) and (2) we assume random variation
from country to country.

The derived model for m with explanatory variables (n, N) fits well to the data, but can not verify
beyond any doubt the assumed relationship between M and N. Statistical associations assumed
in the model do not express any cause-effect relationships.

Jan Bjørnstad
Head of Research
Division for Statistical Methods and Standards
Statistics Norway
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1 Introduction

This is the report on the first part of the joint research and development project funded by the
Norwegian Directorate of Immigration (UDI, reference number 06/6594), developing methods for
determining the numbers of unauthorized foreigners in Norway.

A method is developed based on the data available. The expected total irregular residents
population with non-EU origins is estimated to be 18196 by 1.1.2006. This constituted 0.39% of
the total residents population in Norway in 2005. The estimated lower and upper bounds of a 95%
confidence interval are 10460 and 31917, respectively. Of the estimated total irregular residents,
12325 were previous asylum seekers, and the rest, 5871, were persons that had never applied for
asylum. The estimated lower and upper bounds of a 95% confidence interval for the irregular
residents excluding previous asylum seekers are 3352 and 10385, respectively.

Comparisons with relevant empirical results available from other EU countries suggest that
the aforementioned estimates are plausible indicators of the size of the target population. It is,
however, important to be aware of two basic preconditions for the results.

Firstly, there is the problem of data, which are few and difficult to extract. The details will be
described in Section 3. The estimation approach is necessitated by the data that have been made
available to us. Due to limited time and resources, it has not been possible to study in depth other
potential data sources such as the many databases at the Police. Also, it has not been feasible to
go more thoroughly through the data that may be available at UDI. A main difficulty is that the
various types of potential data are not maintained for the purpose of this project, which makes
test data extraction extremely costly and time-consuming. A more systematic and coordinated
survey of the data sources should have a high priority in future methodological development.

Secondly, the estimation method makes use of certain model assumptions, explained in Section
5. It is important to realize that, while assumptions of various kinds are unavoidable in this case
due to the nature of the problem, it is impossible to verify all the underlying assumptions beyond
any empirical doubt. We therefore emphasize that one should not be overconfident in the reported
estimates. Rather one should treat them as useful pieces of information that can help us towards
a better overall understanding of the phenomenon of interest.

The rest of the report is organized as follows. A brief summary of the data sources that have
been utilized internationally for unauthorized immigrants populations is presented in Section 2.
Also provided are some relevant empirical results from other western countries. In Section 3 we
describe the potential data sources in Norway, and the data that have been used in this project.
The target parameter of estimation is defined and discussed in Section 4. We then outline in
Section 5 a random effects mixed modeling estimation approach, and describe in Section 6 how
it has been applied to yield the estimates of interest. Some topics for future developments are
discussed in Section 7. Appendix A provides the technical details of the estimation method. For
methodological comparisons, we provide in Appendix B and C critical reviews of the two existing
scientific sample-based estimation methods, namely the truncated Poisson regression based on
repeated captures data and the single stage link-tracing sampling.
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2 A brief overview of international experiences

Below is a summary of data sources that have been reviewed by Pinkerton, McLaughlan, and Salt
(2004) and Jandl (2004), with an emphasis on the European situation.

• Population data

– Census: Unauthorized foreign-born persons can be counted in a traditional census
with door-to-door visits. Subjected to a post-census adjustment for under- and/or
over-counting, this provides an estimated population size at the moment of census.

– Register of foreign-born persons: The immigration authority can be expected to
maintain a register, with varying quality, of all foreign-born persons with permanent
or temporary residence permit, as well as asylum seekers and refugees.

– Central population register (CPR): The CPR should ideally provide good coverage
of long-term regular residents. Information on birth and death events of unauthorized
residents can be expected, to a varying extent. A notable exception is Spain, where
irregular immigrants have a strong incentive to register themselves. They are then
eligible for social benefits such as free health care, while the data are not used for
removing unauthorized residents from the country.

– Regularization program: Regularization programs for undocumented migrants have
been carried out in several European countries. Jandl (2004) identifies three weaknesses
in the data. Firstly, not all illegal residents can or will take advantage of the regular-
ization program. Secondly, persons who are granted a time-limited permit frequently
fall back into the illegal status. Thirdly, the regularization program may generate
temporary strong in-flows from neighboring countries.

– Other registers with partial coverage such as a register of children at school.

• Sample data

– General large-scale survey: There are several such surveys that provide at least
partial coverage of the target population, including the Permanent Demographic Survey
in France and the Labor Force Survey in a number of countries.

– Targeted survey: There are two types of ultimate sampling units.

∗ Unauthorized immigrants can be sampled/traced starting from sites (or insti-
tutions) where they are expected to be present with a high probability.

∗ Expert witnesses: Knowledgable persons, such as officials or employers, may
be asked to guess the target population size or, more likely, the proportion of
irregular immigrants among their clients or branch of business. This type of data
are subjective and the potential bias is ultimately not estimable.

– Apprehensions data: It is often possible to separate between two sources:
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∗ Border apprehensions of persons who attempt to enter the country illegally.

∗ Common law enforcement with apprehensions of illegal residents and workers.

Table 1: Estimated total numbers of unauthorized immigrants populations in some western coun-
tries and their approximate proportions to respective regular residents populations

Total Prop.
Country (in 1000) (in %) Source/Time of Reference/Brief Comments
USA 11500 3.8 Passel (2007), cf. References
EU 4500 ≥ 1 Papademetriou, D.G. (2005). The ”Regularization”

Option in Managing Illegal Migration More Effectively:
A Comparative Perspective. Migration Policy Institute.

Spain 700 - 800 1.7 - 1.9 Based on regularization programme in 2005.
614 1.5 No. applications for regularization programme in 2001.

Italy 800 1.4 Workpermit.com (2006). Italy offers citizenship to
illegal migrants after 5 years. Estimate by the three
largest Labor Unions CGIL, CISL and UILs.

700 1.2 Based on regularization programmes (2002-2003).
Netherlands 129 0.8 A 95% confidence interval: 74320 to 183912.

van der Heijden et al. (2006). Een Scahtting van
het aantal in Nederland verblijvende illegale
vreemdelingen in 2005. (In Dutch)

UK 430 0.7 Lowest estimate 310000 and highest estimate 570000.
Woodbridge, J. (2005). Sizing the unauthorized (illegal)
migrant population in the United Kingdom in 2001.
Home Office Online Report 29/05.

Austria 38.5 0.48 Apprehensions in 2004, incl. smuggled persons,
and illegally entering and/or residing persons.

Sweden 31 0.35 Based on temporary program for previously rejected
asylum seekers in 2005 - 2006.
“Arbetet med den tilfalliga utlanningslagstiftningen
2005 - 2006”. (In Swedish)

Table 1 contains references for some empirical results on the size of various unauthorized
immigrants populations in the western countries. The following observations may be worth noting.
To start with, the presence of unauthorized immigrants is clearly the highest in Mediterranean
countries such as Spain and Italy. There is a gradual decrease as one moves towards central and
northern Europe. Thus, a country’s geographic distance towards the South, which is the main
origin of unauthorized migration, is an important determining factor in the size of unauthorized
immigrants population in that country. It follows that the numbers or, perhaps even more directly,
the proportions of unauthorized immigrants in the neighboring Scandinavian countries can be
expected to provide the best indications on the corresponding figures in Norway.
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However, one needs to be very careful about the target population a number refers to. For
instance, the Austrian figure consists only of the illegal immigrants that have actually been ap-
prehended and, therefore, most likely it represents only a lower limit of the true target population
size. Similarly, the Swedish figure consists only of previous asylum seekers. It does not cover many
other groups of irregular immigrants, such as illegal border entries or illegal workers following legal
entries. Also, it is not certain that all the applicants for the temporary program were residing in
the country during the reference period. More on the definition in Section 4.

The above examples also clearly show the need for methodological developments and statistical
modeling in order to handle the problem. It is unrealistic to expect the data sources to have such
a coverage, and the associated qualities to be of such a standard, that the target number can be
produced based on simple tabulations and calculations, as is perhaps the case with the population
of regular residents.
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3 Data sources in Norway

Below is a summary of relevant data sources in Norway that we are aware of.

• UDI maintains a so-called DUF-register. Individuals who have cases handled at UDI are
assigned a DUF identification number.

• Statistics Norway

– Census data: The last traditional census in Norway was in 1980. The census 1990 was
a combination of census in the smallest municipalities and large samples in the larger
ones. The last census in 2001 was post-/internet-based and directed only at dwellings.
The population statistics were produced from statistical registers.

– Statistics Norway maintains a statistical copy of the CPR. A registered person with
residence permit for 6 months or more is assigned a person identification number. A
person with less than 6 months residence permit is assigned a so-called D-number.

– All regular surveys of persons and households at Statistics Norway, including the Labor
Force Survey, use the CPR as the population frame. No systematic effort is made to
survey the unauthorized immigrants should they be present in the selected household.

• The police has a number of databases where one may expect to find instances of unauthorized
immigrants. However, the data are not organized in a way that allows test data extraction
without considerable amount of time and resources. It was not possible to study the Police
data in this project, apart from those that have made their way into the databases of UDI
or Statistics Norway.

• Other governmental authorities or public institutions may have registers or databases that
contain cases of unauthorized immigrants. These include e.g. the register of school children,
the patients records at hospitals, etc. A major shortcoming of such data sources is that
they provide only a partial coverage of the target population. No attempt was made in this
project to extract data from them.

• Various humanitarian organizations may have contacts as well as records of unauthorized
immigrants. There is a confidentiality issue of whether the relevant data can be made
available for statistical purposes. No attempt was made to obtain such data.

Next, we summarize the data coverage of various types of foreigners.

• Legal residents The CPR provides a good coverage of legal foreign residents. Since UDI
grants all the residence permits, it should also be possible to trace these persons in the
DUF-register at UDI. However, the CPR is presumably more updated regarding events of
birth, death and, probably to a less extend, emigration.
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• Quasi-legal residents These are persons who are authorized to stay in the country yet do
not have a regular residence permit. Typical examples are asylum seekers. The quasi-legal
residents have DUF-numbers in the DUF-register.

• Short-term visitors with DUF-number These are tourists or business travelers who
need entry visa. Such visitors are not counted as residents in standard practice.

• Foreigners with free entry These are legal residents in the EU member states covered
by the Schengen Agreement, or other countries that have special free-entry agreement with
Norway. Short-term visitors among them will not enter the DUF-register, but neither are
they counted as residents.

• Unauthorized immigrants in the DUF-register due to expulsion requests are the only
observed cases of unauthorized immigrants available to this project.

• Apprehensions of legal foreign residents

– In theory an expulsion request should be filed by the police for any sentenced foreigners
regardless of the residence status, by which apprehended legal foreign residents may
enter the DUF-register. In practice, there appears to be a great under-count of such
legal foreign residents in the DUF-register. A reason for this may be the fact that an
expulsion request in the case of a legal immigrant is rarely granted except for heavy
crimes such as murder or drug trafficking. This may have caused the police to drop the
expulsion requests following minor crimes.

– To a varying extent, foreigners who have been charged or sentenced for criminal offences
can be traced in the statistical data that are provided to Statistics Norway by the police.
Affirmation of irregular residence status is however difficult for persons who are not
registered in the CPR.

Three main conclusions emerge from the above:

1. All available data at the moment are located either at UDI or Statistics Norway.

2. Potentially useful data may be found at the police, but only at extra costs.

3. Only sample-based estimation methods are currently possible in Norway, unless major policy
changes lead to the collection of relevant population data.

The following data sets have been used for the calculation of the aforementioned estimates.
The data are prepared in aggregated table form, such that the individuals behind the various
counts can not be identified.

• The numbers of foreign-born persons by country of origin, who were of the age 18 or over,
and were registered in the CPR on the 1st of January, 2006. Producer: Statistics Norway.
(Remark: Ideally we would like to have more time to find out whether there is more suitable
reference population that can be used; see discussions in Subsection 5.3.)
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• The numbers of foreigners by country of citizenship, who faced criminal charges during the
calendar year 2005. Producer: Statistics Norway. (Remark: These are the most reliable
data of apprehended foreigners available to us. Ideally, we would like to be able to separate
the irregular residents from the legal ones, which is not possible at the moment for a number
of technical reasons. This does not invalidate the modeling approach as we shall explain
in Section 5. But it is important to watch out for possible systematic changes in the data
source, if the estimation procedure is to be applied repeatedly in future.)

• The numbers of foreigners by country of citizenship, who did not have a valid permit for
staying in the country. Based on expulsion requests that have been handled at UDI during
the 1st of May, 2005 and the 30th of April, 2006. The numbers are further divided into
those who had applied for asylum and those who had not. Producer: UDI. (Remark: At the
moment it is difficult to identify who has made an expulsion request in the DUF-register.
The registration of such relevant information can be improved. Similarly, routines and
information concerning the status of the regular residents may be strengthened.)

The motivations for extracting these data sets and the ways by which they have been utilized in
the estimation will be explained in Sections 4 - 6.
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4 Definition of target parameter

The population of unauthorized immigrants is both hard to access and hard to define.
To start with, a foreign-born person may be classified according to three characteristics:

• Entry status: legal or illegal

• Residence status: legal, quasi-legal, temporary or illegal

• Working status: legal, illegal or no-work

The exact definition of the categories varies from country to country, as well as from time to time,
due to the dynamism and intricacies of the immigration laws.

In this project we focus on the residence status. Our target of estimation is the size of the
irregular residents population in Norway, which is the term we will use from now on. The entry
and working status are subordinate dimensions. Thus, an irregular resident may or may not have
entered the country illegally, and he or she may or may not be working illegally. Due to the focus
on the residence status, it was decided that citizens from the following countries will be excluded
from the target population:

Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, The Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark, Esto-
nia, Finland, France, The Faroe Islands, Germany, Greenland, Greece, Hungary, Ice-
land, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherland,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, UK

Most of these are EU member states. The others are excluded because they are situated inside
the EU zone and have a special diplomatic relationship with Norway.

Now, at any given moment, an irregular resident person must be someone who is present in
the country without a legal basis. There are, however, several difficulties, of both practical and
theoretical nature, that prevent us from adopting such a naturalistic (or physical) definition.

First of all, while it is in principle possible to implement the definition in a census-like mode
of data collection with door-to-door visits, the associated cost is prohibitive. As reviewed above,
observations of irregular residents in Norway, either at the Police or UDI, require accumulation
of data over time. It is often impossible to verify the presence on a fixed reference time point
of interest, such as the 1st of January, 2006. There is also a problem with person identification,
which is necessary in order to distinguish between potential multiple observations and/or stays of
the same person. Moreover, the legality status of a person may change, sometimes several times,
over the period of data collection, and one rarely succeeds in tracing the whole history.

Next, it seems that one needs to distinguish between residence and presence. Thus, technically
speaking there can be many kinds of transitory or trivial illegal presence of foreigners, but not
all of them are, or should be, counted as irregular residence. For example, many applications for
asylum are filed from within the country, which means that technically there is a post-entry period
when the applicant has no legal ground for being present in the country. To commit oneself to
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the naturalistic definition above would have required going through all such possibilities, without
realistic hopes of resolving the problems given the quality of the relevant data.

Moreover, our target population is hardly static. Thus, for example, in a hypothetical situation
with round-the-clock complete surveillance, we would know exactly how many irregular residents
there are, respectively, on the first and second of January, 2006. The two numbers will almost
surely be different. But such spurious variations are hardly of interest from our point of view in
a project like this one. It can therefore be argued that a theoretical stable size is preferable in
order to avoid this kind of accidental random variation.

Finally, the so-called residual method (e.g. Passel, 2007) is undoubtedly the most well studied
and documented estimation procedure available at the moment. The essential relationship is
summarized in the following equation:

U = A− L

where U stands for the total of unauthorized immigrants, and A stands for that of all immigrants,
and L stands for the total of legal immigrants. Various adjustments of the terms on the right-
hand side are necessary due to death events, emigrations, census under-counts, etc.. In reality
only theoretical or expected values can be calculated, but not the actual figures for the particular
reference period of concern. It follows that the method yields an estimate U that is of an implied,
theoretical and stable nature, unlike the naturalistic definition above.

In light of these general remarks, we shall now define our target parameter as follows. Let M

be the size of the irregular residents population at the time point of interest. Let N be the size of
a known reference population at the same time point. For the estimates reported in this report,
N is the number of foreign-born persons of age 18 or over, who were registered in the CPR on
the 1st of January, 2006. Consider M as a random variable and N a known covariate. Denote
by f(M |N) the conditional probabilistic distribution of M given N . The target parameter is the
theoretical size of irregular residents, which is defined as the conditional expectation of M given
N with respect to f(M |N), denoted by

ξ = E(M |N) (1)

The following observations may be worth noting. First, the theoretical size is defined to be the
conditional expectation of a random variable. This enables us formally to get rid of the spurious
variation as long as the reference population size is held fixed. Next, the introduction of N serves
two purposes: (a) it can be used as an explanatory variable of the irregular size M , and (b) it
provides an interpretation of the irregular size M in analogy to N . For example, part of the idea
of a theoretical size is to have a stable measure of the target population size, where the time-
dependent variation in M is linked to that of N . Provided the day-to-day variation in N around
the 1st of January in 2006 can be considered immaterial, the theoretical size ξ is valid not just
for the 1st of January in 2006, but for a period around it. Moreover, since the chosen N is not
subjected to great seasonal variations, neither is the theoretical ξ. In comparison, based on the
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naturalistic definition, M is supposed to vary greatly from one time of the year to another, being
perhaps the highest in the summer months, which is another kind of spurious variation that is
not of importance to us.
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5 A random effects mixed modeling approach

5.1 Some remarks on the data

In addition to M and N , let m be the number of irregular residents that were observed between
May, 2005 and April, 2006, and let n be the number of foreign citizens who faced criminal charges
in the calendar year 2005. Both have been explained before at the end of Section 3. The idea now
is to develop a statistical model, which makes it possible to estimate M based on the observed N ,
n and m.

The accumulation of observations implies that m and n must be collected over a period of
time. A calendar year seems a natural choice if the target parameter (1) is to be estimated on
a yearly base. Technically speaking, however, the two types of cases do not have to be collected
from the same period, or even over two periods of the same length, as long as it is possible to find
a statistical model that works for the data available. Although we would have liked to examine
alternative choices of the reference periods, such an option did not exist for us.

In concept, n should be a reference count that can plausibly be related to both m and N .
With m being the number of apprehended irregular foreigners and N the number of legal foreign
residents, a natural choice of n would be the number of apprehended legal foreign residents.
However, as explained before, it is not possible for us to decide in all the cases whether a foreigner
charged with a crime is a legal resident or not. In fact, one can be quite certain that some of
these persons are irregular residents. Yet we have no choice but to use the only data that are
available. However, it is important to realize that this does not cause bias in the estimator of M .
In contrast, bias would have been the case had m contained legal foreign residents. Moreover,
whether a statistical model using the available n is acceptable or not is a matter that can be
examined empirically by looking at the actual goodness-of-fit of the model.

It is clear from the above remarks that n/N and m/M are not literally the catch rates among
the reference and target populations, respectively. Moreover, they must differ for a number of
reasons such that a simplistic model like E(m/M |n,N) = n/N surely can not hold. Below we
shall develop a random effects mixed modeling approach that makes it possible to estimate M

under more general conditions.

5.2 A hierarchical Poisson gamma model

For both the target and the reference populations, let i = 1, ..., t be the index of the sub-population
classified by the country of citizenship and origin, respectively. Assume that the observed number
of irregular residents follows a Poisson distribution, with parameter λi, denoted by

mi ∼ Poisson(λi) (2)

It is intuitively plausible that the parameter λi should depend on two other quantities: (a) the
total number of irregular residents from country i, denoted by Mi, and (b) the probability of
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being observed, i.e. the probability for an irregular resident to be in the DUF-register, denoted
by pi, i.e. λi = Mipi. In addition, let ui = Mipi/E(Mipi|ni, Ni), where E(Mipi|ni, Ni) denotes
the conditional expectation of Mipi given ni and Ni. The ui is a random effect that accounts for
heterogenous variation from one country to another. Together, we have

λi = µiui where µi = E(Mipi|ni, Ni) = E(Mi|Ni) · E(pi|Mi, ni, Ni) (3)

We complete the model specification by assuming that

ξi = E(Mi|Ni) = Nα
i (4)

E(pi|Mi, ni, Ni) = E(pi|ni, Ni) = (
ni

Ni
)β (5)

ui ∼ Gamma(1, φ) (6)

where Gamma(1, φ) denotes the gamma distribution with expectation E(ui) = 1 and variance
V (ui) = 1/φ. Together, formulae (2) - (6) define a hierarchical Poisson gamma model.

We note that the model implies that E(mi/Mi|Mi, ni, Ni) = (ni/Ni)β. The term hierarchical
refers to the fact that random variation exists on two different levels. Firstly, on the population
level, the Poisson parameter λi depends on ui that is a random gamma-variable from one country
to another. In contrast, µi contains the fixed effects α and β that are constant across all the
countries. Secondly, given ui (and, thus, λi), the observation mi is subject to a random sampling
error following the corresponding Poisson distribution.

Notice that we have modeled the expected Poisson parameter µi = E(λi) as a product of
equations (4) and (5). Given the data available, this is necessary in order to incorporate the
irregular size Mi into the model, as we are not interested in a model that only explains the
observed counts mi, for i = 1, ..., t. The parameters α and β are identifiable, and the combined
model for µi, i.e. the product of equations (4) and (5), can be tested empirically for its goodness-
of-fit to the observed data. Having done that, we may use the estimate of α to derive an estimate
of ξi = E(Mi|Ni). However, in a fundamental sense, the plausibility of equation (4), or (5), can
not be empirically established on its own. To put it in another way, it is conceivable that one
may be able to come up with another model equation for µi = E(λi) that fits equally well to the
observed counts mi, for i = 1, ..., t. To choose between two alternative models in such a situation,
one must rely a priori on assumptions that can not be verified by the data directly. This is the
main reason that we have warned previously against overconfidence in the reported estimates.
Meanwhile, it is equally important to point out that we have not found any decisive evidence that
speaks against the assumptions (4) and (5). Theoretical motivations for the proposed model are
given below in Subsection 5.3, whereas the empirical results will be documented in Section 6.
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5.3 On model assumptions

First of all, it seems natural that Mi should depend on the reference population size Ni. The lack
of common social-health benefits and regular job opportunities means that an irregular resident
needs a network of contact in order to survive. Moreover, the contact circle would most likely
contain regular residents who have a more solid social-economic fundament. It is hard to imagine
that completely closed community of irregular residents can be the norm of existence in a society
like the Norwegian one. This explains the choice of the reference population, namely, foreign-born
persons with age 18 or over. It seems reasonable to believe that this group should contain most
of the direct contact with the irregular residents from the same country of origin. People with
foreign roots who were born in Norway can only have contact with the country of origin through
their parents or elder relatives, whereas the contact a foreign-born person has would not cease to
exist although the person by now may hold a Norwegian citizenship. Finally, it seems plausible
that only adults among them can act as dependable resources for the irregular residents.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of power curve ξ = Nα (solid) and Beveton-Holt curve R = νS/(1+κS) for S = N
(dashed). Dotted lines for linear development. Top-left: α = 0.2 and (ν, κ) = (0.015, 0.002388). Top-right:
α = 0.4 and (ν, κ) = (0.029, 0.000707). Bottom-left: α = 0.6 and (ν, κ) = (0.076, 0.000238). Bottom-right:
α = 0.8 and (ν, κ) = (0.203, 0.000028).
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In equation (4) we assume that the expected irregular size ξi is given by Nα
i . We expect α

to have a value between 0 and 1, in which case ξi increases more quickly for small Ni and, then,
gradually flattens out as Ni becomes large. This is known as the density dependence property
that e.g. are commonly found in ecological models for wild-life animal populations. For instance,
the Beverton-Holt model (Beverton and Holt, 1957) is given by

R =
νS

1 + κS

where S: current size of reproduction basis

R: offsprings in the next generation

κ : density dependence parameter

ν/κ : carrying capacity, i.e. a reproduction “ceiling” as S tends to infinity

The Beverton-Holt curve has a similar density dependent development as the power curve in
equation (4), as S and N tend to infinity. The density dependence parameter κ regulates the rate
of convergence towards the carrying capacity ν/κ, where a large κ yields quicker convergence.
A constant linear relationship would be the case without the density dependence parameter, i.e.
R = νS provide κ = 0. It is possible to conceive the reference population of regular residents as
the “existence basis”, and the irregular residents as a particular kind of “offsprings” that depend
on the reference population. Four illustrations of the power curve Nα and the Beverton-Holt
curve are given in Figure 1. Also shown is the constant linear development for comparison. It is
seen that both curves exhibit the density dependence property. Moreover, similar developments
over a particular range of the independent variable can be expressed using either model curve
with suitably chosen parameters. The main difference is that the Beverton-Holt model assumes
an asymptotic limit ν/κ for the dependent variable, whereas such a limit does not exist under
equation (4) as ξi goes to infinity together with Ni. It is difficult to speculate about the exact
nature of such asymptotic behaviors, but an absolute population “ceiling” of irregular residents
does not appear necessary in our case.

Next, because by equation (5) we are modeling a rate, ni/Ni is a natural choice of explanatory
variable. Notice that we may rewrite the equation (5) on the log scale as

log E(pi|ni, Ni) = β log(ni/Ni)

Both rates ni/Ni and mi/Mi are similar to proportions of binary outcomes. The logistic transfor-
mation would be the standard choice for such quantities, where e.g.

logit(pi) = log{pi/(1− pi)} = log(pi)− log(1− pi)

The log transformation is preferable because it enables us to combine the two model equations
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Figure 2: Illustrations of log and logit link functions. Left: log(p) = 0.5 log(z) and logit(q) = 1.197 +
0.806 log(z). Right: log(p) = 1.5 log(z) and logit(q) = 0.345 + 1.611 log(z).
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(4) and (5) directly on the same scale to yield

µi = Nα
i (

ni

Ni
)β (7)

Moreover, we expect the rates to be small. For any π ≈ 0, we have π/(1− π) ≈ π and logit(π) ≈
log(π). Also, the two link functions can be quite similar even though it is not directly the case that
log(π) ≈ logit(π). Two illustrations are given in Figure 2. In each case we plot two probabilities
against each other, denoted by q and p. Here we have a covariate z. On the y-axis a specific logistic
model is assumed for q, while on the x-axis a specific log model is assumed for p. Figure 2 shows
that for a given log link function, there exists a corresponding logistic link function which yields
very similar probabilities as the covariate z varies for 0 < z < 0.5. Finally, Figure 3 illustrates the
model equation (5), i.e. E(pi|ni, Ni) = E(mi/Mi|ni, Ni) = (ni/Ni)β, for β = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. The
values of ni/Ni are the actual ones in the data available, arranged in the increasing order.

It seems plausible that the underlying assumptions for µi should be confined to the country
of origin, and observations by country of origin make the parameters identifiable, as well as
creating useful degrees of freedom in the data to allow us to estimate the precision of the resulting
estimator. The introduction of the random effects by formula (6) is motivated by several important
considerations. The equations (4) and (5) give us the expectation of the Poisson parameter λi,
i.e. an overall relationship that is valid throughout the target population. It is, however, realistic
to assume that there is variation from one country to another that makes the actual λi deviate
from its expected value. Such heterogenous variation is accounted for through the random effects
ui. The assumption of gamma distribution for the random effect ui is common in combination
with the Poisson distribution of the observed count mi. Together they form a conjugate family
of distributions, in the sense that the conditional distribution of ui given mi is again a gamma
distribution. This is very convenient for computation. The random effect ui is restricted to
have unity mean, similar to assuming zero mean for the residuals in a linear regression model.
Otherwise it would imply mis-specification of the model equation for µi. It is possible to check on
the unity-mean assumption empirically, as we will do in Section 6.
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6 Estimation results

6.1 Summary of results

In this Section we apply the Poisson gamma model to derive the reported estimates. The data
to be used have been defined at the end of Section 3. Recall also that the target population does
not include citizens from the 33 countries listed in Section 4. The main results are summarized
in Table 2 below. The relevant details and remarks are given in the sequel.

Table 2: Estimates of theoretical size ξ = E(M |N) and parameters (α, β, φ). Lower and upper
bounds of 95% confidence interval for ξ. Standard errors of parameter estimates in parentheses.

Target Irregular Residents Population m n N ξ̂ Lower Upper
All 1959 5747 152496 18196 10460 31917
Without Previous Asylum Seekers 941 5747 152496 5871 3352 10385
Previous Asylum Seekers 1018 5747 152496 7631 3286 18118

- - - 12325† - -

Parameter Estimate (Standard Error)
Target Irregular Residents Population α̂ β̂ φ̂

All 0.742 (0.035) 0.692 (0.073) 3.617 (0.834)
Without Previous Asylum Seekers 0.603 (0.037) 0.599 (0.078) 5.156 (1.376)
Previous Asylum Seekers 0.641 (0.054) 0.624 (0.115) 1.218 (0.253)

The results are divided in three parts: (a) the total number of all irregular residents on January
the 1st, 2006, (b) the number of irregular residents who have never applied for asylum, (c) the
number of irregular residents who have been asylum seekers at some point in time. Of course,

ξ(a) = ξ(b) + ξ(c)

The estimates that are derived directly for each target population (a) - (c) do not satisfy this
condition. As explained in Section 6.5, the two models with the most explanatory power for the
given covariates are for the populations (a) and (b), yielding 12325 (= 18196− 5871, and marked
by † in Table 2) as the estimated number of irregular residents among previous asylum seekers.

Notice that the population (b) is further divided into 3 subgroups at UDI: (b.1) persons who
have been granted a visa on false grounds, (b.2) persons who have overstayed beyond the expiring
date of a visa or living permit - including those who initially do not need a visa to enter the
country, and (b.3) persons who entered the country without a required visa and without being
registered. We do not provide estimates for these subgroups.
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6.2 On the estimation of total number of irregular residents

In the available data we had 175 countries with Ni > 0. Among these 92 countries satisfy the
following conditions: (i) mi > 0, (ii) ni > 0, and (iii) ni/Ni < 1. We group the remaining 83
countries together and create a pseudo-country, denoted by Rest. In this way the countries that
initially do not satisfy the conditions (i) - (iii) can now be treated just like any other ‘observed’
data point, and it is possible to check empirically whether this leads to a worsened fit of the
model. In Figure 4 we have plotted mi against ni for these 93 data points. The pseudo-country
Rest (marked by “+”) appears to fit reasonably well into the pattern of the data. There is a clear
outlier (marked by “X”), where the number of observed irregular residents is way beyond what
can be expected based on the other countries. The outlier is left out, and the estimation is based
on the remaining 91 countries, and the pseudo-country Rest.
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of mi against ni. Outlier (X) and Rest (+).

Equation (7) implies on the log scale that log(µi/Ni) = (α − 1) log Ni + β log(ni/Ni). Hence,
a model for log(mi/Ni) is of the form

log(mi/Ni) = (α− 1) log Ni + β log(ni/Ni) + εi (8)

This provides easy means for exploring the model equation (7). In Figure 5 we have plotted
log(mi/Ni) against log(Ni) and log(ni/Ni), respectively. In both cases there is a clear marginal
linear relationship (marked by the dotted lines), as can be expected from the model assumptions
underlying (7). Again, the pseudo-country Rest (marked by “+”) appears to fit reasonably well
into the pattern of the data, while the outlier looks misplaced.

Diagnostics plots on fitting the Hierarchical Poisson gamma model to the data depicted in
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Figure 5: Exploration of model for µi. Rest (+). Outlier (X). Marginal linear relationship (dotted).
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Figure 6: Model diagnostics for estimation of total irregular residents. Rest (+).
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Figure 4 and 5 are given in Figure 6. In the top-left corner is the scatter plot of
√

mi against
√

µ̂i,
i.e. its estimated mean value. The square root transformation is used to make the points more
evenly spaced over the axes. The solid line marks the equality line should these two be identical.
There is no indication of bias in the model specification of µi.

In the bottom-left corner, the Anscombe residuals are plotted against
√

µ̂i. The Anscombe
residual for the Poisson distribution is given by

ri =
3m

2/3
i − 3µ̂

2/3
i

2µ̂
1/6
i

see e.g. McCullagh and Nelder (1989). The idea is to transform a non-normal random variable to
a scale where the normal approximation is the best. The overall mean of the Anscombe residuals
is marked by the dashed line, which is rather close to zero (marked by the solid line). In addition,
the dotted line shows the running means of the residuals. Suitably specified predictor µi should
yield a flat curve that is close to zero, which appears to be case here.

In the top-right corner the absolute Anscombe residual |ri| is plotted against
√

µ̂i, together
with the running means (marked by the dotted line). This provides a check of the variance
assumption. Large curvature of the running means would indicate deviations from the underlying
model assumption. There is no strong indication for this in the current plot.

Finally, the Q-Q normal plot in the bottom-right corner shows that the distribution of the
Anscombe residuals is quite normal on the lower side of the mean, but somewhat long-tailed on
the upper side. But the extent of the deviations from normality is not extreme enough to cast
serious doubts on the results. In summary, the Poisson gamma model yields a reasonable fit to the
data, and the pseudo-country Rest (marked by “+” in the left-hand side plots) does not constitute
an abnormal data point.

The estimated number of non-EU irregular residents for all countries is 18196 (Table 2), and a
95% confidence interval is given as (10460, 31917). The parameter estimates of (α, β, φ) and their
standard errors are given in the second block there. All the parameters are highly significant. We
notice the followings.

• The estimated total is 18196. This is 0.39% of the total population in Norway in 2005,
which seems plausible compared to the proportion of 0.35% for irregular residents who were
previous asylum seekers in Sweden (Table 1). Still, for reasons explained before, we would
like to caution against overconfidence in this particular point estimate. On the other hand,
the importance of the confidence interval should not be overlooked.

• The data, the estimate and a 95% confidence interval for the pseudo-country Rest are given
in Table 3. Notice that ξ̂Rest/Nrest = 627/5913 = 0.106 is slightly below the overall ratio
ξ̂/N = 18196/152496 = 0.119, which seems plausible. In addition, ξ is estimated to be
17802 without the pseudo-country Rest in the data, which differs by 1.3% from the estimate
by subtraction, i.e. 18196− 627 = 17569. The estimation appears to be robust towards the
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way these rest countries are handled.

Table 3: Data, estimate and 95% confidence interval for Rest and Outlier.
m n N ξ̂ Lower Upper

Rest 15 93 5913 627 343 1146
Outlier 178 79 502 101 65 155

• A similar summary is given for the outlier country in Table 3. Being an outlier to the model,
ξ̂outlier would not be a good prediction of the actual Moutlier. Indeed, it can be seen that
ξ̂outlier = 101 is actually smaller than the observed moutlier = 178. It should be mentioned
that it is well known that the data in this country have background in certain organized
illegal activities. It is reasonable to believe that this abnormal situation will not continue
over time. Consequently, it can be argued that the temporary upsurge in the number of
irregular residents from this outlier country should not affect the estimation of our target
parameter, especially with regard to its interpretation as a theoretical, stable measure that
changes smoothly over time.

6.3 On the estimation of irregular residents excluding previous asylum seekers

Among 175 countries with Ni > 0 there are 79 that satisfy all the following conditions: (i) mi > 0,
(ii) ni > 0, and (iii) ni/Ni < 1. As before we group the remaining countries together and create
a pseudo-country, denoted by Rest. In Figure 7 we have plotted mi against ni for these 80 data
points. Again, there is a clear outlier (marked by “X”), which is the same country as above. The
outlier is left out, and the estimation is based on the remaining 79 data points.

In Figure 8 we have plotted log(mi/Ni) against log(Ni) and log(ni/Ni), respectively. In both
cases there is a clear marginal linear relationship (marked by the dotted lines). The pseudo-
country Rest (marked by “+”) appears to be somewhat outlying. It is thus important to keep
track of its impact on the results. The outlier again looks misplaced. Diagnostics plots on fitting
the Poisson gamma model are given in Figure 9. Overall the goodness-of-fit appears acceptable. In
particular, the pseudo-country Rest (marked by “+” in the left-hand side plots) does not appear
overly abnormal.

The estimated number of non-EU irregular residents excluding previous asylum seekers is 5871
(Table 2). A 95% confidence interval is given as (3352, 10385). All the parameter estimates are
highly significant. We notice the followings.

• The estimated total without previous asylum seekers constitute about 1/3 of the estimated
total of all irregular residents. No estimate of this particular sub-population has previously
been available in Norway. There is very little empirical ground for comparison. However,
the Schengen agreement has made it relatively easy for irregular immigrants to move across
a large territory stretching from the Mediterranean shores to the Scandinavian coasts, in
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Figure 7: Scatter plot of mi (without previous asylum seekers) against ni. Outlier (X) and Rest (+).

the light of which the reported magnitude does not seem unlikely. Again, we would like to
emphasize the importance of the confidence interval.

• A summary is given for the pseudo-country Rest in Table 4. Notice that ξ̂Rest/Nrest =
225/7971 = 0.028 lies below the overall ratio ξ̂/N = 5871/152496 = 0.038. In addition, ξ

is estimated to be 5868 without the pseudo-country Rest in the data, which differs by 3.9%
from the estimate by subtraction, i.e. 5871 − 225 = 5646. While the impact is somewhat
larger than in the case of all irregular residents in Section 6.2, the estimation remains fairly
robust towards the way the rest countries are handled.

Table 4: Data, estimate and 95% confidence interval for Rest and Outlier.
m n N ξ̂ Lower Upper

Rest 6 175 7971 225 118 428
Outlier 131 79 502 42 27 66

• Also given in Table 4 is a summary of the outlier country. Again, ξ̂outlier = 42 is way below
the observed moutlier = 131. The same considerations apply as in Section 6.2.
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Figure 9: Model diagnostics for estimation of total without previous asylum seekers. Rest (+).
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6.4 On the estimation of irregular residents among previous asylum seekers

Among 175 countries with Ni > 0 there are 74 that satisfy all the following conditions: (i) mi > 0,
(ii) ni > 0, and (iii) ni/Ni < 1. As before we group the remaining countries together and create
a pseudo-country, denoted by Rest, giving altogether 75 data points.
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Figure 10: Scatter plot of mi (previous asylum seekers) against ni. Rest (+).

The various plots are given in Figure 10 - 12. They were no clear outliers at first sight.
The estimated number of irregular residents among previous asylum seekers is 7631, and a 95%
confidence interval is given by (3286, 18118); see Table 2. By closer look at the left-hand side
plots of Figure 12 we see that there are several countries with fairly large ni but very small mi.
In addition, the pseudo-country Rest appears somewhat outlying. We have thus carried out the
estimation again, where the pseudo-country Rest was removed from the observations, together
with the other two countries that had the largest negative Anscombe residuals in the bottom-left
plot of Figure 12. The resulting estimate of the total and the parameter estimates are given in
Table 5. The estimate of the total is raised by about 15%. Finally, there is the indirect estimate
by subtraction, i.e. ξ̂(c) = ξ̂(a)− ξ̂(b) = 18196− 5871 = 12325, also given in Table 2.

Table 5: Alternative estimate for total irregular residents among previous asylum seekers and
related parameter estimates. Lower and upper bounds of 95% confidence interval. Standard
errors of parameter estimates in parentheses.

Previous Asylum Seekers Parameter Estimate (Standard Error)
ξ̂ Lower Upper α̂ β̂ φ̂

8810 3877 20431 0.659 (0.053) 0.644 (0.111) 1.432 (0.319)
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Figure 11: Exploration of model for µi (previous asylum seekers). Rest (+). Marginal linear relationship
(dotted).
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Figure 12: Model diagnostics for estimation of total among previous asylum seekers. Rest (+).
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6.5 Discussion

Clearly, the main difference in the estimates of ξ(c) is between the indirect and the direct estimates.
This is due to the non-linear model equation (4). Generally speaking, for any given α1 and α2,
there does not exist another constant α such that Nα = Nα1 + Nα2 for all N . Thus, the model
equation (4) is not additive in the sense that we can use it to model ξ(a), ξ(b) and ξ(c) all at once
using the same reference population size. It follows that the inconsistency between the indirect
and direct estimates can not be solved based on the data that are currently available to us, and
we have to choose, at most, two of the three direct estimates and derive the third one indirectly
based on the two chosen estimates.

Table 6: Three alternative sets of estimated totals.
Scenario (I) Scenario (II) Scenario (III)

ξ̂(a) ξ̂(b) ξ̂(c) ξ̂(a) ξ̂(b) ξ̂(c) ξ̂(a) ξ̂(b) ξ̂(c)
Direct Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Direct
18196 5871 12325 18196 10565 7631 13502 5871 7631

The three alternative choices are shown in Table 6. The following considerations seem relevant.

• One way to check the explanatory power of the three directly estimated Poisson gamma
models is to look at the estimated variance of the random effect, i.e. V̂ (ui) = 1/φ̂. The
smaller the estimate φ̂, the larger is the variance of the random effects, which means that
less of the variation in the data is explained by the given covariates. From Table (2),
φ̂(a) = 3.617, φ̂(b) = 5.156 and φ̂(c) = 1.218. The model for the irregular residents among
previous asylum seekers is quite clearly the least powerful one.

• Scenario (II) appears unlikely since ξ̂(b) > ξ̂(c). It is conventional wisdom that previous
asylum seekers constitute the majority among the irregular residents. Take for instance
Sweden in Table 1. If ξ(b) > ξ(c), then the proportion of all irregular residents would have
been raised to at least the same level as Netherlands and UK. This seems implausible given
the more tightly regulated society and the geographic location of Sweden.

• Some measures of the numbers of previous asylum seekers are given in Tables 7 and 8. It is
seen in Table 7 that in the five years between 2003 and 2007 there could have been up to 16676
previous asylum seekers who were present in the country after the deadline by which they
should have left. Of course, not all of them were present on the 1st of January, 2006. Also,
there could be many irregular residents among the 18475 persons in the category Others.
An indication of this can be seen in Table 8. Among the 5465 persons who had applied
for asylum in the year 2005, there were 1994 who were rejected and obliged to leave the
country. The registered expulsion rate is only 325/1994 = 0.163. The registered expulsion
rate is even lower in the category Others, which comprises of persons whose applications
were either not considered or were rejected without further consideration. In other words, an
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absolute majority of persons who were not granted asylum were potential irregular residents,
and there is no indication that the number of irregular residents who had been asylum seekers
could not be as high as 12325 in Scenario (I).

Table 7: Categories of previous asylum seekers by year of final decision of applications.
Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Asylum Granted 3135 3965 2989 2151 3962 16202
Observed Over-stayer∗ 5640 4070 2777 2438 1751 16676
Others 5003 5169 2759 1862 3682 18475
Total 13778 13204 8525 6451 9395 51353

Table 8: Categories of asylum seekers who had applied in year 2005
Rejected and Obliged to Leave

Total Granted Expulsion Registered Expulsion Unregistered Others
5465 1790 325 1669 1681

∗ An over-stayer has had the asylum application rejected. The deadline date for leaving the country is set
at four weeks after the final decision if unregistered. After the deadline date, an over-stayer is observed if
she/he (i) had a registered date for leaving the country, or (ii) had been located at a detention center, or
(iii) had a registered private address. The registration data in the cases of (i) - (iii) have a high quality.
The uncertainty is mainly associated with the deadline data in cases it is calculated.

In summary, we have chosen to report the results of Scenario (I). In doing so we have based
ourselves on the two models that have the most explanatory power, yielding 18196 as the estimated
total number of irregular residents and 5871 for irregular residents excluding previous asylum
seekers. There is no decisive empirical evidence against 12325 as the derived total of irregular
residents among previous asylum seekers. Indeed, this derived indirect estimate falls comfortably
within the directly estimated confidence interval (3286, 18118), in Table 2.
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7 Some topics for further development

We have developed a general random effects mixed modeling approach for sizing the irregular
residents population in Norway. Three important features are worth noting:

• The target parameter (1) is defined as the theoretical size of irregular residents population,
instead of a naturalistic definition of the actual size.

• The introduction of a known reference population of the size N and a known reference count
n as explanatory variables for the observed count of irregular residents.

• The use of random effects that allow for heterogenous variation beyond what can be ac-
counted for by the fixed covariates.

While there are strong theoretical motivations for all these choices, it is equally important to notice
that the existing alternative sample-based estimation methods are simply not feasible based on
the data that are currently available in Norway; see Appendix B and C.

Although the modeling approach has been sufficiently established, it may be possible to im-
prove and refine the actual model adopted for the estimation. In particular, this concerns the
choice of N and n. For instance, is it possible to use some suitably defined total of asylum seekers
as the reference size N for irregular residents who had previously been asylum seekers? What
should then be the choice of n? Would it be better to apply different models in each of the
sub-populations?

We are only beginning to utilize the potential information in the data that are scattered around
in different systems and in various forms. For instance, it may be possible to find better reference
counts n in the databases at the police. There are most likely other relevant information in the
DUF-register that are useful either directly or indirectly. It may be possible to strengthen the
registration of such relevant information, and improve the organization of the databases, in order
to make it easier to extract the information for statistical purposes. At least one should develop
standardized routines for data extraction. Are there other valuable data sources apart from the
ones that have been identified for this project? A systematic and fruitful survey of the various
potentially useful data is crucial for further methodological developments.

It may be possible to adapt the current modeling approach to similar problems. For instance,
to develop a model that can be used to estimate the number of illegal workers. Of course, this
would require one to go through all the issues that we have dealt with in this report for the
population of illegal workers.
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A Estimation method

The target parameter and its estimator are given as, respectively,

ξ =
t∑

i=1

E(Mi|Ni) =
∑

i

Nα
i and ξ̂ =

∑

i

N α̂
i

where α̂ is the estimator of α. We shall use the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). Denote by
L(η;m) the likelihood of η = (α, β, φ) given mi, for i = 1, ..., t. Under the Poisson gamma model
(2) - (6), we have

f(mi, ui; η) =
e−µiui(µiui)mi

mi!
· φφuφ−1

i e−φui

Γ(φ)
=

µmi
i φφ

mi!Γ(φ)
e−ui(µi+φ)umi+φ−1

i

where Γ() is the gamma function. Thus,

f(mi; η) =
∫ ∞

0
f(mi, ui; η)d(ui)

=
µmi

i φφ

mi!Γ(φ)

∫ ∞

0
e−(

√
ui)

2(µi+φ)(
√

ui)2(mi+φ−1)2
√

ui d(
√

ui)

=
µmi

i φφ

mi!Γ(φ)
(µi + φ)−(mi+φ)Γ(mi + φ)

based on the identity
∫∞
0 e−γz2

zkdz = 1
2γ−

k+1
2 Γ(k+1

2 ), with z =
√

ui and k = 2(mi + φ) − 1.
Notice that, conditional on mi, ui has the gamma distribution with mean (mi + φ)/(µi + φ) and
variance(mi + φ)/(µi + φ)2.

The likelihood is given by

L(η;m) =
t∏

i=1

f(mi; η)

The log-likelihood is thus, disregarding constant terms, given by

l(η;m) =
t∑

i=1

li(η)

where

li(η) = mi log µi − (mi + φ) log(µi + φ) + log Γ(mi + φ) + φ log φ− log Γ(φ)
.= mi log µi − (mi + φ) log(µi + φ) + φ log φ

+ (mi + φ− 0.5) log(mi + φ)− (mi + φ)− (φ− 0.5) log(φ) + φ

= mi log µi − (mi + φ) log(µi + φ) + (mi + φ− 0.5) log(mi + φ) + 0.5 log φ

by the Stirling approximation, log Γ(z) .= (z − 0.5) log(z) + 0.5 log(2π)− z.
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The mean parameter µi is linear on the log scale, denoted by log µi = xT
i γ with generic vector

of covariates xi and parameters γ. Now that li(η) depends on γ only through µi, we have

∂li(η)
∂γ

=
∂li(η)
∂µi

∂µi

∂ log µi

∂ log µi

∂γ
=

∂li(η)
∂µi

µixi =
mi − µi

µi + φ
φxi

where ∂li(η)/∂µi = mi/µi − (mi + φ)/(µi + φ), and

∂li(η)
∂φ

= − log(µi + φ)− mi + φ

µi + φ
+ log(mi + φ) +

mi + φ− 0.5
mi + φ

+
1
2φ

Moreover,

∂2li(η)
∂γ∂γT

=
∂2li(η)
∂µ2

i

µixi
∂µi

∂γT
+

∂li(η)
∂µi

xi
∂µi

∂γT
= −(

mi + φ

µi + φ
µiφ)xix

T
i

∂2li(η)
∂φ2

= −2µi + φ−mi

(µi + φ)2
+

mi + φ + 0.5
(mi + φ)2

− 1
2φ2

∂2li(η)
∂γ∂φ

= (∂(
∂li(η)
∂µi

)/∂φ)µixi = − µi −mi

(µi + φ)2
µixi = (

∂2li(η)
∂φ∂γT

)T

The MLE of η, denoted by η̂, is given by the solution to the likelihood equations, i.e.

∂l(η;m)
∂η

=
t∑

i=1

∂li(η)
∂η

= 0

The MLE can be obtained using the Newton-Raphson method. As the starting values we use the
ordinary least square fit of the heuristic log-ratio model (8). We use the estimated α and β as
the starting values for the same parameters of the Poisson-gamma model, and the inverse of the
estimated V (εi) as the starting value for φ. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the
MLE is given by the inverse of −∂2l/∂η∂ηT , evaluated at η = η̂. A confidence interval (CI) for
ξ can be obtained directly by plugging in the CI for α, the latter of which can be based on the
asymptotic normal approximation. That is, let (c1, c2) be a CI for α. The corresponding CI for ξ

is then given as (
∑

i N
c1
i ,

∑
i N

c2
i ).
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B Repeated captures method

Recently, Van der Heijden, Cruyff, and Van Houwellingen (2003) and Van der Heijden, Bustami,
Cruyff, Engbersen, and Van Houwellingen (2003) proposed a truncated Poisson regression ap-
proach to estimation of hidden populations, based on repeated apprehensions data in the police
records. Below we provide a brief overview of the approach, and discuss some perceived obstacles
that need to be resolved.

B.1 A brief overview

In the simple case the data can be arranged as a vector, denoted by N1, N2, N3, ..., where Nk is the
number of persons that have been apprehended for k offences. Let Nobs =

∑
k≥1 Nk be the number

of persons who have been caught at least once. Denote by N0 the hidden target population, i.e.
persons who have committed offences but are never apprehended. The total target population
size is given by N = N0 + Nobs.

Assume that the number of apprehensions of a member of the target population, denoted by
yi for i = 1, ..., N , follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ. We have

P (yi = 0) = e−λ and P (yi|yi > 0;λ) =
P (yi;λ)

P (yi > 0;λ)
=

e−λλyi

yi!(1− e−λ)

The parameter λ can be estimated based on the observed N1, N2, ..., denoted by λ̂, under the
truncated Poisson distribution. This yields then N̂0 = Nobse

−λ̂/(1 − e−λ̂) and N̂ = N̂0 + Nobs.
Alternatively, an estimated Horvitz-Thompson estimator is given by

N̂HT =
Nobs

1− e−λ̂
=

Nobs∑

i=1

1

P (yi > 0; λ̂)

Van der Heijden, Bustami, Cruyff, Engbersen, and Van Houwellingen (2003) extended the
simple setting above under a truncated Poisson regression model. For i = 1, ..., Nobs, put

log(λi) = xT
i β

where xi is a column vector of covariates, and β contains the regression coefficients. Again, the
parameters β can be estimated based on N1, N2, ..., denoted by β̂, giving λ̂i for each apprehended
persons. The parameter λi remains unknown outside the sample, for i = 1, ..., N0, unless xi is
known throughout the population. A Horvitz-Thompson type estimator is proposed, where

N̂HT =
Nobs∑

i=1

1

P (yi > 0|xi; β̂)
=

Nobs∑

i=1

1

1− exp(−xT
i β̂)
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B.2 On contagion

Two main assumptions have been discussed in the aforementioned papers. The first one is that
the sample count of each member of the population follows a Poisson distribution. A perceived
potential problem is known as contagion from the biostatistical literature: positive contagion is
the case if previous apprehensions increase the probability of subsequent apprehensions; whereas
negative contagion is the case if the probability decreases.

It is hard to reject contagion completely, because it would imply that apprehension has no
effect at all on the behavior of the apprehended, nor the police. However, the interpretation
that contagion necessarily leads to violation of the Poisson distribution needs some consideration.
Obviously, this is true in cases of extreme contagion. For instance, apprehension may lead to
exclusion from the population, as when an apprehended irregular immigrant is effectively expelled.
In this way, extreme contagion is related to the issue of an open or closed population.

Next, if as a result of each apprehension the probability of being caught later is increased, then
contagion may eventually lead to violation of the Poisson distribution. This can be explained by
the genesis of the Poisson distribution as the limit of a binomial distribution with probability p

and M trials, when M tends to infinity and p tends to zero in such a way that Mp tends to λ. A
necessary condition here is that p should be very small, or close to zero.

In case the probability of being caught later decreases following previous apprehensions, or
if the probability increases but remains very small, contagion does not necessarily leads to vi-
olation of the Poisson distribution. The probability of the binomial distribution does not have
to be constant for the Poisson limit to hold. Thus, the total count of two independent binomial
trials with parameters (M1, p1) and (M2, p2), respectively, can be approximated by the Poisson
distribution with parameter λ = λ1 +λ2 = M1p1 +M2p2, provided each binomial distribution can
be approximated by a Poisson distribution with parameter λ1 or λ2. Contagion implies merely
that λ2 depends on λ1, but not dependence between the two binomial counts.

Suppose we split the full period of data collection into sub-periods between each apprehension,
and in each sub-period a number of independent Bernoulli trials take place with a sub-period
specific probability that can be approximated by a Poisson distribution with sub-period specific
parameter. The number of apprehensions still follows a Poisson distribution for each person, but
the parameter will be different for people who are caught different numbers of times. In this
way contagion may lead to a particular kind of heterogeneity in the data, which is similar to
informative sampling with replacement. Unless one is able to specify the dependence between the
sub-period parameters correctly, estimation will be biased if contagion is ignored.

B.3 More on heterogeneity

The second assumption of the truncated Poisson regression approach concerns potential hetero-
geneity in the individual Poisson parameters. In the simple case, the Poisson distribution is
identical throughout the whole population. Under the truncated Poisson regression model, the
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distribution is identical for persons with the same covariates. The homogeneity assumption is
violated if there are differences in the individual Poisson parameters that can not be explained
by the observed covariates. As we have argued above, heterogeneity may be caused by contagion.
To discuss the matter in general terms, we believe it is helpful to make explicit two concepts that
give rise to the Poisson parameter.

Over the given period of data collection, let M be the number of exposures, i.e. when a
member of the target population is susceptible to the force of law, and let p be the hit rate, i.e.
the probability to catch an exposed member of the population. For example, in the biological
context where animals are captured repeatedly, the number of exposures can be the number of
times the catchers are out in the field, and the hit rate is the probability of an animal being caught
on each of those occasions. The point is that outside the field working days the animals are not
exposed, i.e. not susceptible to be captured.

Van der Heijden, Cruyff, and Van Houwellingen (2003) applied the truncated Poisson regression
model to estimate two hidden populations, namely, drunken drivers and persons who illegally
possess firearms. However, while a person violates the law all the time she/he is in possession
of illegal firearms, no one is drunk and thus violates the law every time she/he drives. So how
is the population of drunken drivers defined? Anyone who has ever driven while being drunk?
Now, a driver is only exposed at those times when she/he actually drives while being drunk. Since
the number of exposures varies in the population, the Poisson parameter must be heterogeneous
in the population beyond, say, what can be explained by age, sex and region. Meanwhile, the
motivations given for estimating the population size of drunken drivers are (i) insights into the
threat this population may pose on society, and (ii) measure of the workload of the police. On
both accounts it seems more reasonable to define the target population as cases of drunken driving
rather than drunken drivers. Yet, in order to arrive at an estimate of total cases of drunken driving
based on the number of people who have ever driven while being drunk, one needs the distribution
of exposures in the population. In either case the estimation seems ill-conceived.

What about an existential population such as the illegal firearm-owners? It seems that there
are different kinds of exposure and hit rate. A person may actually use illegal firearms in a criminal
act, or a person may occasionally carry an illegal weapon around just for its own satisfaction, or
a person may keep illegal firearms at home all the time. Clearly, the number of exposures and
the associated hit rate are quite different in these situations. The result is again a heterogenous
population of Poisson parameters, but for a reason different than contagion.

B.4 Two further remarks

An important motivation for introducing the truncated Poisson regression model is that it provides
a means to account for the heterogenous Poisson parameters through the covariates available.
The proposed Horvitz-Thompson type estimator is motivated as follows. Suppose a person with
covariates x is apprehended, and the probability that a person with these covariates is apprehended
is estimated to be p̂x = P (y > 0|x; β̂). Then, for this person, one may estimate that there are
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p̂−1
x −1 other persons outside the sample that have the same x. For this argument to hold, however,

there must be other people with the same x outside the sample. Thus, for example, it is wrong
when Van der Heijden, Cruyff, and Van Houwellingen (2003) include in the regression model a
covariate like “age of first offence”, because if this actually means “age of first apprehension” as
we have reasons to believe, then the variable exists only inside the sample. For the same reason,
the truncated Poisson regression model should not include as covariates anything about a person’s
recorded criminal history. But it is allowed to distinguish between different types of exposure and
hit rate, say, by the type of offences.

A more difficult problem arises when the target population is clearly not closed during the
data collection period, such as that of the irregular immigrants. On the one hand, assumptions
of a stable and closed population appear necessary. On the other hand, how can one reconciliate
obviously different estimates based on samples collected in periods of different lengths, now that
they all aim at the same number? In general, referring to the concepts of exposure and hit rate,
people with different life durations in the population should have different Poisson parameters.
This is yet another source of heterogeneity that needs to be taken into account.
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C Single-stage link-tracing sampling

Link-tracing sampling (LTS), or snow-ball sampling, is a method that has been used for estimation
of hidden and hard-to-access human populations such as drug users and homeless people. The idea
is to enlarge the sample by asking the already-sampled persons to nominate other members of the
target population. Successive waves are created if the nominees are subsequently asked to make
nominations again. The sampling is terminated either according to some pre-specified stopping
rules, or if new nominees cease to emerge. In particular, the single-stage LTS stops immediately
after the persons in the initial sample have made their nominations.

In a wide range of situations the estimation is only possible using model-based methods. See
Thompson and Frank (2000) for a review. Even then the requirement on data can be difficult
to meet in practice. In particular, it may be difficult to identify, let alone to follow up, on the
nominees, because the target population is hard to access. Here we shall consider only single-
stage LTS. Each person in the initial sample is asked to make nominations of other members of
the target population. The nominees are not to be identified, except for one or two most basic
classification variables, whose details will be given as we proceed. Notice that the low risk of
disclosure may encourage cooperation from the initial sample.

C.1 A graph model

Frank and Snijders (1994) studied a simple graph model. Consider a directed graph whose vertices
represent the members of the target population, denoted by U = {1, ..., N} with unknown N .
Denote by s = {1, ..., n} the initial sample of persons. Denote by an ordered pair (i, j), for
i, j ∈ U , an arc from i to j, if the person j is nominated by the person i. Denote by A all the
arcs, i.e. nominations, that come out of the sample s, i.e. A = {(i, j); i ∈ s}. The data of the
single-stage LTS consist then of s and A. Moreover, we shall assume that the arcs of A are not
identified, except for whether j ∈ s or not. That is, we know the identity of each person in
the initial sample, but for the nominees only whether they are in the initial sample or not. A
variation of the situation is when the nominee j is known to belong to a certain group of the
target population.

Frank and Snijders (1994) made two basic assumptions. (I) Assume that the initial sample s

arises from Bernoulli sampling from U , with unknown selection probability p. (II) Conditional on
s, assume that the arc set A arises from Bernoulli sampling from all n× (N − 1) possible arcs in
{(i, j); i ∈ s and i 6= j}, with unknown selection probability ψ. In the case where the nominees
are not completely identified, but can be classified according to whether j ∈ s or not, let mi be
the number of nominations by i, and let ri be the number of nominations by i that fall inside the
initial sample. Let m =

∑
i∈s mi and r =

∑
i∈s ri be the respective sample totals.

We have, conditional on n, a moment estimator of N from the following two equations

r = n(n− 1)ψ and m− r = n(N − n)ψ ⇒ Ñ = n + (n− 1)(m− r)/r
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The estimator takes a prediction form, i.e. the observed number n plus the predicted number
(n−1)(m−r)/r outside the initial sample, where the latter can be motivated by simple expansion
based on the proportional relationship {n(N − n)}/{n(n − 1)} = (m − r)/r, which yields (n −
1)(m− r)/r as an estimate of N − n.

As a numerical example, Frank and Snijders (1994) used the data from a study of cocaine use
in Rotterdam. The initial sample consisted of n = 34 persons. The total number of nominations
were m = 311, of which r = 15 pointed into the initial sample. These yielded then Ñ = 685.

The above graph model rests on two Bernoulli assumptions. Bernoulli sampling (I) of the
initial sample may be questionable, if the actual sampling procedure “catches” some members of
the target population more easily than the others. Félix-Medina and Thompson (2004) considered
a generalization based on cluster sampling of sites, where the members of the target population
have a high probability of being “caught”. Bernoulli sampling (II) of the nominees presumes
connectivity of the graph, i.e. it is possible for a person i to nominate any member of the target
population other than him-/herself. This is hard to motivate unless the target population is
narrowly confined, either geographically or by other means.

C.2 A variation of the graph model

In order to allow different persons to have varying contact circle, with possibly different numbers
of potential nominees, we now postulate a variation of the graph model.

(i) Assume Bernoulli sampling of the initial sample, denoted by n ∼ Bin(N, p).
(ii) Assume independent Poisson distribution of nominations mi, denoted by mi ∼ Pois(λ).
(iii) Conditional on mi, assume Binomial distribution of ri, i.e. ri ∼ Bin(mi, (n− 1)/(N − 1)).

The Poisson distribution (ii) of nominations does not assume connectivity in the population.
Ideally, the target population is given by the union of the contact circles of all the persons in the
initial sample. Otherwise, the initial sample suffers under-coverage, to which situation we will
return later. The parameter λ can be envisaged as a product Mψ, where M is the size of the
contact circle, and ψ is the probability of nomination. In this way, the Poisson distribution can
arise as the limiting distribution of the Binomial distribution, denoted by Bin(M,ψ), as M tends
to infinity and ψ to zero and Mψ to λ. Under the homogenous model, we assume that M and ψ

are constants across the population. But heterogeneity can be introduced by allowing individual
parameters λi = Miψi.

The conditional Binomial distribution (iii) of ri given mi corresponds to an assumption of
indiscrimination when making the nominations. Since a person in the initial sample is not
supposed to nominate him-/herself, the probability of the conditional Binomial distribution is
(n − 1)/(N − 1). Assumptions (ii) and (iii) are jointly equivalent to independent Poisson distri-
butions of ri ∼ Pois(λ1) and mi − ri ∼ Pois(λ2), where λ1/λ2 = (n − 1)/(N − n). This can
be the case because, provided Bernoulli sampling (i) of the initial sample, the contact circle can
fall either inside or outside of the initial sample, with expected M1 = M(n − 1)/(N − 1) and
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M2 = M(N − n)/(N − 1) persons, respectively. Indiscrimination of nomination, i.e. constant ψ

in- or outside of s, yields then λ1/λ2 = (M1ψ)/(M2ψ) = (n− 1)/(N − n).
Under the homogenous sampling model, the likelihood of (N, p, λ) is given by

L(N, p, λ) ∝ P (n,m, r; p, λ|N) = P (n; p|N)P (m; λ|n)P (r|m,n, N)

which admits a factorization between the likelihood of (N, p) and that of λ. It follows that λ is
a nuisance parameter that can be ignored when the inference is focused on the size of the target
population. The log-likelihood is given by

l(N, p) =
n∑

k=1

log(N−n+k)+n log p+(N−n) log(1−p)−r log(N−1)+(m−r) log(1−(n−1)/(N−1))

For maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) we have p̂ = n/N , based on the equation ∂l/∂p = 0.
To find the MLE of N , we need to solve, on substitution of p̂ = n/N , the following equation

n∑

k=1

(N − n + k)−1 + log(1− p)− r

N − 1
+

(m− r)(n− 1)
(N − 1)(N − n)

= 0

This can be found by numerical iterations, denoted by N̂ .
For the numerical example cited above, we obtain N̂ = 684, practically equal to the conditional

moment estimator under the graph model, i.e. Ñ = 685. The homogenous sampling model seems
to have captured the essence of the graph model of Frank and Snijders (1994).

C.3 Under-coverage of initial sampling frame

In the above we have assumed that every member of the target population has a non-zero prob-
ability of being included in the initial sample. If not, we say the initial sampling frame has
under-coverage. Meanwhile, we say the single-stage LTS has under-coverage if the target popu-
lation is larger than the union of the contact circles of the initial sample. Thus, the single-stage
LTS may have full coverage, even when the initial sampling frame has under-coverage. Suppose,
in such a situation, the initial sampling frame is a subset of the target population, denoted by U1,
of the size N1 that is unknown. Assume that it is possible to distinguish the nominees who are
(a) within the initial sample, whose count is given by r0i, b) outside the sample but within U1,
whose count is given by r1i, and (c) outside of U1. Consider the following model.

(i) Assume Bernoulli sampling of the initial sample, denoted by n ∼ Bin(N1, p).
(ii) Assume independent Poisson distribution of nominations mi, denoted by mi ∼ Pois(λ).
(iii) Conditional on mi, assume the Multinomial distribution of (r0i, r1i,mi − r0i − r1i) with
respective probabilities (θ0, θ1, θ2) = ((n− 1)/(N − 1), (N1 − n)/(N − 1), 1− (N1 − 1)/(N − 1)).

Again, assumption (ii) and (iii) are jointly equivalent to assuming independent Poisson dis-
tributions for (r0i, r1i,mi − r0i − r1i) with parameters (λ0, λ1, λ2), where λ0 : λ1 : λ2 = (n − 1) :
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(N1−n) : (N −N1). Let r0 =
∑

i∈s r0i and r1 =
∑

i∈s r1i. The likelihood of (N1, N, p) is given by

L(N1, N, p) ∝ P (n; p|N1)P (r0, r1,m− r0 − r1|m,n, N1, N)

where the likelihood of λ factorizes away as above. The log-likelihood is given by

l(N1, N, p) =
n∑

k=1

log(N1 − n + k) + n log p + (N1 − p) log(1− p)

− r0 log(N − 1) + r1 log(
N1 − n

N − 1
) + (m− r0 − r1) log(1− N1 − 1

N − 1
)

C.4 Stratified population

Sometimes stratification can help to avoid under-coverage of the initial sampling frame. For
instance, one may divide the country into large police districts as strata. The data necessary for
estimation can be created as follows. Suppose the target population is divided into a number of
strata, denoted by Nh, for h = 1, ..., H, each with unknown size Nh. Suppose that it is possible
to distinguish whether or not a person in the initial sample and a nominee by this person belong
to the same population stratum. Denote by rhi the number of nominees belong to Uh and denote
by mhi − rhi the number of nominees outside of Uh. Consider the following model.

(i) Assume stratified Bernoulli sampling of s, denoted by nh ∼ Bin(Nh, p), for h = 1, ..., H.
(ii) Assume independent Poisson distribution of nominations mhi, denoted by mhi ∼ Pois(λh).
(iii) Conditional on mhi, assume Binomial distribution of rhi ∼ Bin(mhi, (Nh − 1)/(N − 1)).

Notice that the nominees are not required to be identified in the initial sample, but only within
the population strata. Again, the likelihood of N = (N1, ..., NH), p and λ = (λ1, ..., λH) factorizes
into that of (N, p) and that of λ. Let rh =

∑nh
i=1 rhi. The log-likelihood is given by

l(N, p) =
∑

h

nh∑

k=1

log(Nh − nh + k) + n log p + (N − n) log(1− p)

+
∑

h

rh log(Nh/N) +
∑

h

(mh − rh) log(1−Nh/N)
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